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Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) is a primary causative agent of diarrhea in travelers
and in young children in low-to-middle income countries (LMICs). ETEC adhere to intestinal
epithelia via colonization factors (CFs) and secrete heat-stable toxin (ST) and/or heat-labile toxin
(LT), causing dysregulated cellular ion transport and water secretion. ETEC isolates often harbor
genes encoding more than one CF and are prime targets as vaccine antigens. Many clinical
isolates express CFA/I and CS21; however, a role for CS21 alone or with CFA/I has not been
defined. We hypothesize that expression of both CFs confers increased adherence and toxin
delivery to the human enteroid. Clinical strains expressing CFA/I and/or CS21 were evaluated,
and CF-deficient mutants were engineered. After confirming CF expression using western blot
and electron microscopy, assays demonstrated CFA/I was important for CFA/I-CS21 ETEC
adherence, as CFA/I-deficient mutants and strains pre-incubated with anti-CFA/I antibody had
significantly reduced adherence to enteroid monolayers compared to wildtype. In contrast, CS21
was not required as CS21-deficient mutants and strains pre-incubated with anti-CS21 antibody
adhered at similar levels as wildtype. These data demonstrate that targeting CFA/I in CFA/ICS21 ETEC is sufficient for significant adherence reduction. Delivery of ST by CFA/I-CS21

ETEC was evaluated. Strain-specific levels of toxin delivery were detected but CF-dependent ST
delivery was not observed, which may reflect the lack of flow and stretch in the current enteroid
model. Upon investigation of host responses to ETEC, the enteroid monolayer integrity was not
disrupted, as shown by the increase in transepithelial electrical resistance and the lack of
inflammatory cytokines produced. Infection with ETEC strains resulted in decreased mucus
(MUC2) production, but this was not CF-dependent. Further studies of strain-specific CFA/I
expression revealed that it may be transcriptionally or post-transcriptionally regulated, following
observation of nearly identical CFA/I operon sequences and many shared CF-specific regulators
at the genomic level. Overall, these data support the role of CFA/I in CFA/I-CS21 ETEC
adherence and reinforces CFA/I as a main target for vaccines. These data also highlight the
human enteroid model to study ETEC pathogenesis and for evaluation of preclinical
therapeutics.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Diarrheal Disease
Morbidity and mortality
Diarrheal disease accounts for a significant portion of the morbidity and mortality of
humans globally, particularly those in low to middle income countries (LMIC). In 2019,
1.53 million people died from diarrheal diseases, disproportionately affecting children
under five in which there were 500,000 deaths [1]. Diarrheal diseases are the third
leading cause of mortality in children under five globally, falling just behind pneumonia
and preterm birth, and account for one in ten child deaths with the most deaths occurring
during the first two years of life [2, 3]. Diarrheal diseases are also a concern for
international travelers and military members as it is the most frequent illness experienced
in LMICs and is termed travelers’ diarrhea (TD) [4]. ETEC is the most common bacterial
cause of TD [5]. TD is classified based on the severity of diarrheal symptoms, ranging
from mild to severe depending on how the symptoms interfere with planned activities.

There are many risk factors that contribute to the prevalence of diarrheal diseases
including lack of access to clean water, poor sanitation, and limited availability of
vaccines against enteric pathogens including V. cholera and rotavirus [1]. Despite
improvements in access to rehydration therapies, clean food and water, sanitation, and
vaccine availability, children under the age of five are still dying due to diarrheal
diseases, considering it is the third leading cause of childhood mortality globally [1], and
continued progress is needed. Several chronic sequelae have been associated with
diarrheal disease due to Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC), including post1

infectious irritable bowel syndrome and conditions associated with enteric dysfunction
that are linked to long-term malnutrition, dehydration, and growth stunting [6].

Diarrheal disease caused by ETEC
The Global Enteric Multicenter Study (GEMS), conducted by the Center for Vaccine
Development and Global Health (CVD) and global partners, was designed to determine
the etiology and population-based burden of diarrheal disease in children under five in
seven sites in sub-Saharan Africa and south Asia, two global regions with the greater
death rates associated with diarrheal disease [3]. This study determined that attributable
cases of moderate-to-severe diarrhea (MSD) were due to four top pathogens including
rotavirus, Cryptosporidium, ETEC, and Shigella. In addition to existing intervention
strategies, the study determined that targeting these pathogens could substantially reduce
the burden of MSD in children [3].

ETEC is characterized by the presence of heat-labile toxin (LT) and/or heat-stable toxin
(ST), which is distinct from other E.coli pathotypes and enteric pathogens in the
gastrointestinal tract (Figure 1.1). The GEMS study determined that ETEC with ST only
or ETEC with both LT and ST were associated with MSD in children under the age of
five, particularly associated with increased risk of death in infants under 11 months with
MSD [3]. The GEMS study also confirmed that targeting ST-containing ETEC to prevent
MSD in young children would be most successful by developing vaccines and
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therapeutics specific to the important virulence factors on the surface of ETEC called
colonization factors (CFs).
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram showing an outline of the molecular pathogenesis
mechanisms of enteric bacteria in the intestine.
Invasive bacteria such as Shigella, Salmonella and Listeria infect and gain entry into the
epithelial cells in the colon whereas non-invasive bacteria such as pathogenic E. coli, C.
difficile and V. cholerae exert their effect on epithelial cells via toxins or effectors in the
small intestine. This figure was published by Ranganathan S. et al (2020) in Gut
Microbes as an open access article in which no permission is required to use information
or materials.
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Current treatment and preventative measures
To reduce the burden of diarrheal diseases globally, public health measures have
continued to focus on improving sanitation of drinking water and nutrition for children,
as these factors contribute to the largest portion of deaths associated with diarrhea [1]. In
addition, other efforts are focusing on increasing access to oral rehydration therapy
(ORT), zinc supplementation, and coverage of rotavirus vaccines, which were shown to
be essential for reducing the burden of diarrheal disease in children [7]. Zinc is used as a
dietary factor to reduce susceptibility to diarrheal infections as well as to decrease the
duration of diarrhea; however, the mechanism of zinc as a therapeutic has not been
determined. There is also a large focus on the utilization of vaccines against those top
four pathogens in the GEMS study to prevent enteric infection [3]. With the exception of
rotavirus, there is no FDA approved vaccine against Cryptosporidium, ETEC, and
Shigella. Further understanding of the pathogenic mechanisms of ETEC will facilitate the
advancement of novel and effective interventions and target diarrheal disease in humans.
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Pathogenesis of Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli
ETEC is a pathotype of E. coli that infect the intestinal tract by adhering to the intestinal
epithelium using surface-expressed adhesins that can be fimbrial, fibrillar, or nonfimbrial structures and secreting ST and/or LT, leading to disruption of cyclic nucleotide
production and ion transporter expression and function and resulting in watery diarrhea
[8].

Adherence Factors
One type of surface-expressed adhesin that aids in colonizing the intestinal epithelium is
called a colonization factor (CF). Over 30 different types of antigenically distinct CFs
have been identified in ETEC, and individual ETEC isolates can harbor single or multiple
CF gene clusters or operons. The GEMS study examined the prevalence of known major
and minor colonization factors among ETEC isolates from children under the age of five
with MSD compared to matched controls that did not have MSD [9]. The study identified
the CFs most prevalently associated with isolates causing MSD including CFA/I and coli
surface (CS) antigens CS1-CS6 by PCR, which are considered major CFs [9]. The study
determined that 66% of LT/ST and ST-only ETEC isolates associated with MSD
contained major CFs [9]. There are also minor CFs, in which the role in pathogenesis is
less clear. The minor CF CS14 was the only minor CF significantly associated with MSD
in children under the age of five in the GEMS study [9]. Human clinical trials have
demonstrated that blocking CFs, using hyperimmune bovine colostrum, can prevent
diarrheal disease, emphasizing that CFs are an important target for ETEC vaccine
development [10, 11].
6

The major CF CFA/I is a class 5 fimbriae encoded by a 4-gene operon [12-14] and
composed of repeating major structural subunit proteins (CfaB) that support one or a few
CfaE subunits at the tip of the fimbriae (Figure 1.2) [8, 15]. This tip adhesin CfaE is
critical for host cell binding and is a useful target to produce colonization-blocking
antibodies in human clinical trials [16, 17]. Other CFs in the class 5 fimbriae, defined by
nucleotide similarities of the major CF subunit and sharing similar operon organization
and structure, include CS1, CS2, CS4, CS14, CS17, and CS19 [18, 19]. Previous studies
determined that these similar yet distinct fimbriae likely are a result of microevolutionary
processes in which their differentiation has been attributed to the pressure imposed by
host adaptive immunity during infection and result in mutations in the major and minor
structural proteins [15].
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the CFA/I and CS21 operons.
The CFA/I (A) and the CS21 operons (B) are depicted with arrows indicating coding
sequences and lines representing intergenic regions. The size of the arrows represents
relative size (bp) of genes. The bolded subunit (blue) represents the major subunit of the
operon. Curved arrows indicate a putative promoter.
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Assembled by the chaperone-usher pathway, CFA/I extends from the bacteria in a
peritrichous manner, creating hair-like projections across the bacterial surface. The CFA/I
operon is often found on conserved virulence plasmids in ETEC; a genomic study of
CS6- or CFA/I-encoding ST-only ETEC isolates determined that one conserved plasmid
contributed to the dissemination of CFA/I, while the dissemination of ST and/or CS6 was
attributed to multiple distinct plasmids [20]. CFA/I is one of the most well studied CFs; it
has been demonstrated to be important for pathogenesis in human clinical trials as well as
in laboratory-based studies and is included as a target in multiple vaccine strategies [16,
21-24].

The role of other minor CFs, including CS21, remain to be determined [9]. CS21 is a
minor CF with insufficient data to support its contribution to ETEC-mediated diarrheal
disease, as determined in the GEMS study, despite laboratory data demonstrating a role
in attachment to transformed cell lines [9, 25-28]. CS21 is characterized by its laterally
aggregated filaments that form a bundle of striking length over 20 μm [29]. In contrast to
CFA/I, CS21 filaments extend from the cell surface in a unipolar manner. CS21 shares
homology to a type IV pilus [30], is encoded by a 14 gene cluster [31, 32], and is
primarily comprised of the major structural subunit LngA (Figure 1.2) [33]. CS21 is
frequently encoded in ETEC and can found alone or in combination with other CFs in
strains. The GEMS study determined that 20% (307/1517) of all ETEC isolates collected
from sites in sub–Saharan Africa and Asia harbored the genes encoding CS21, including
strains of all toxin presentations LT only, ST only, or LT and ST [9]. Other
epidemiologic studies in Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and Bangladesh measured a similar
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prevalence of CS21 ranging from 20 – 32% in ETEC isolates collected depending on the
study [28, 34, 35]. CS21 can be found in combination with other major CFs, including
CFA/I. In the GEMS study, 78% (108/139) of CFA/I-encoding strains also encoded CS21
[9]. ETEC clinical isolates from other international field studies have harbored the genes
for CS21 in combination with other major CFs, including CS1, CS3, and/or CS6 [28, 29,
34-40]. These findings promote inquiry of the potential role of CS21, particularly in a
strain with multiple CFs, and for its consideration for inclusion as a vaccine antigen.
Little is known about the functional impact of multiple CFs on ETEC adherence and
toxin delivery. Simultaneous expression of multiple CFs has been observed in clinical
isolates with other major CFs, such as with CS3 or CS6 [10, 41]. However, extensive
expression and functional studies have not been performed using isolates with multiple
CFs, particularly those with the combination CFA/I and CS21.

ETEC also express other virulence factors that have been shown to play a role in
adherence and ETEC pathogenesis, including EtpA and EatA. Both the etpBAC locus and
the eatA gene can be identified on the large virulence plasmids, which may also encode
the CFA/I operon [42, 43]. A bioinformatics study identified that the coding sequences
for EatA and EtpA were present in 57.0% and 51.5% of ETEC isolates, respectively,
demonstrating that these factors are well conserved within the ETEC pathovar [44].
Another study determined that both EtpA and EatA elicited significant serological
responses that were associated with protection from symptomatic diarrheal illness in a
Bangladeshi cohort of naturally infected children less than two years of age [45].
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EtpA is a secreted two-partner adhesin that interacts with the tips of flagella to promote
bacterial adhesion and toxin delivery, forming molecular bridges between glycans,
specifically those containing N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc), on the intestinal mucosal
surface and the bacteria [46]. Interestingly, the EtpA lectin has the greatest affinity for
GalNAc presented as the terminal sugar on type A blood group glycans, and
consequently promotes increased adhesion and toxin delivery to small intestinal
enterocytes from type A blood group individuals, compared to that of type B and type O
blood group individuals [47]. The study was driven by a meta-analysis of volunteer
challenge studies that suggested ETEC caused more severe disease in individuals bearing
the A type antigen. Blood group A donor jejunal and ileal enteroid monolayers were
colonized more extensively by ETEC H10407 than monolayers derived from blood group
B or O donors as determined using microscopy of monolayers [47]. An ETEC H10407
mutant strain lacking EtpA production induced significantly decreased cyclic nucleotide
levels in blood group type A enteroids relative to wild type H10407, suggesting that
enhanced pathogenesis supported by EtpA correlates with disease severity in an enteroid
model [47]. EatA is a member of the serine protease autotransporter of the
Enterobacteriaceae (SPATE) family [48] and recent literature demonstrated that EatA
enhances ETEC access to the intestinal surface by degrading MUC2, a major mucin
secreted by intestinal goblet cells [49]. It has also been shown to degrade EtpA,
preventing the accumulation of this protein during infection [50]. Other virulence factors
have been associated with ETEC adherence, including YghJ, a secreted mucin-degrading
metalloprotease, EaeH, an adhesin, and FimH, an adhesin of the Type 1 pili that is a
conserved and allows for binding to glycoproteins on intestinal cells [51-53]. All of these
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factors are being studied as novel antigens to complement CF-focused therapeutics and
vaccines. While these other factors have been identified and demonstrated to be
important to ETEC pathogenesis, this thesis work focuses on CFs and ST toxin.

Toxins and Toxin Delivery
As stated, ETEC is defined by the presence of genes encoding the two enterotoxins ST
and LT. Clinical isolates harbor genes encoding one or both toxins; however, recent
epidemiological studies have found that ST-only and ST/LT ETEC are significantly
associated with diarrheal disease [9]. LT and ST are plasmid-encoded and can be found
on the same virulence plasmids as other CFs and virulence factors [8, 54].

The mechanism of action and target effects of LT has been extensively studied and is
well characterized in the literature. LT is one of the A1B5 toxin family proteins and shares
95% identity of its amino acid sequence with cholera toxin (CT). LT can be categorized
depending on its antigenic capacity and associated genetic sequence, including type I LT
or type II LT [55]. Type 1 LT is highly prevalent in ETEC strains isolated from both
humans and animals, while type II LT is predominantly associated with ETEC isolates
from animals. While the amino acid sequence of the A subunit of type 1 and 2 LT are
highly homologous (70%), the B subunit is very different with only 50% homology.
After being secreted into the periplasm, LT can be secreted using the type 2 secretion
system (T2SS) or via outer membrane vesicles secreted by ETEC [56, 57]. LT then binds
to its host receptor called GM1, which is a glycolipid on the apical surface of the
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intestine, with high affinity on the intestinal surface and enters cells by endocytosis [58].
LT can also bind to blood group A and B carbohydrates, distinct from the GM1 binding
site [59]. Following internalization, LT activates adenylyl cyclase, leading to elevated
cAMP levels and cAMP-induced activation of protein kinase A (PKA)-dependent
pathways, which ultimately activates the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR), an apical channel permeable to chloride and bicarbonate, and inhibits
NHE3, the brush border Na+/H+ exchanger important for intestinal absorption of sodium
and water [58].

Previous studies have demonstrated that LT is important to bacterial adherence and
colonization in porcine and murine models, where LT-expressing ETEC adhered
significantly more than isolates without LT [60, 61]. Other studies have found the LT can
affect mucus production at the intestinal surface; one study demonstrated a reduction in
MUC4 in goblet cells and another enhancing MUC2 production [46, 62]. The GEMS
study determined that ETEC isolates with major CFs expressing LT only were not
significantly associated with diarrhea in children under 5 but strains with both LT and ST
or ST alone were associated with MSD [9]. Important advances in ETEC vaccine
development have utilized a nontoxic version of LT (dmLT) as an adjuvant due to its
immunogenicity [63]. This has also been used as an adjuvant for many other antigens in
animal and human studies [64-66].
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ST is a small peptide toxin composed of 18 or 19 amino acids, comprising the two
different forms STh (STa2) and STp (STa1), respectively. The h and p refer to their
initial discovery in ETEC isolated from humans and pigs, respectively. The variant STh
is associated with ETEC isolates that cause diarrhea in humans [67]. ST is structurally
homologous to the paracrine hormones guanylin and uroguanylin [68]. After secretion
into the extracellular environment by the efflux protein TolC, ST activates the intestinal
guanylate cyclase C (GC-C) receptor [69, 70]. The cytoplasmic catalytic domain of GC-C
converts GMP to cGMP, which leads to the phosphorylation and activation of the CFTR
and inhibition of NHE3 [69, 71, 72].

Previous research using the human enteroid model investigated this production of cyclic
nucleotides induced by ST and LT. Foulke-Abel et al determined that ETEC enterotoxins
induced jejunal enteroid monolayers to secrete cyclic nucleotides in a polarized manner
[73]. LT exposure induced significant apical secretion of cAMP, while addition of ST
significantly increased basolateral secretion of cGMP. Interestingly, intracellular cGMP
accumulation was markedly restricted by phosphodiesterase PDE5-mediated degradation
in enteroids and colonoids, whereas Caco-2 and T84 polarized monolayers incubated
with ST yielded high amounts of both intracellular and extracellular cGMP [74]. This
finding highlighted physiological differences between transformed cell line models and
human enteroids.
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Toxin delivery by ETEC is known to be affected by several virulence factors [70], and
this was reinforced in the observed dependence on expression of CFA/I, EtpA and EatA
by ETEC H10407 to elicit ST-induced cGMP production in enteroids [74]. The decreased
toxin delivery observed in ETEC mutant strains deficient in each of those factors
suggests that adherence alone is not responsible for ST delivery and cGMP production,
particularly given that EatA, a mucinase and not an adhesin, also affects cGMP
production. The mutant strain lacking EatA was observed to adhere significantly more to
intestinal cells in previous studies [50], which additionally highlights the disconnect
between adherence and toxin delivery. Another factor that affects toxin delivery by
ETEC is the differential ST production and secretion [20]. Regulation mechanisms
dictating these differences are not clear.

Virulence Factor Regulation
The complex regulatory network of ETEC involves precise control of toxin production
and secretion, as well as CF expression [75]. Major global regulators in ETEC, those that
regulate and coordinate the expression of thousands of bacterial genes in response to
environmental changes, are the cAMP receptor protein (CRP), the histone-like nucleoid
structuring (H-NS) factor, the oxygen-sensitive transcriptional regulator fumarate and
nitrate reduction (FNR) regulator, the two-component system CpxRA, the iron sulfurcluster regulator (IscR), and others. All of these global regulators have been shown to
regulate LT, ST, CFs, and other virulence factors in ETEC [75, 76]. Both CRP and H-NS
modulate LT and ST expression in the presence or absence of glucose or salt [77]. FNR
was shown to regulate both LT and ST expression depending on oxygen availability.
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Specifically, the deletion of fnr in H10407 resulted in an increase in expression of sta1
and sta2 [78]. Interestingly, these global regulators can vary in their effect on CF
expression. For CFA/I, for example, previous studies have demonstrated that H-NS,
FNR, and CpxRA are potent repressors of cfaB expression while CRP and IscR are
activators of gene expression [78-81]. In contrast, for CS21, CRP represses expression,
demonstrating differential regulation of CFs within a ETEC strain expressing CFA/I and
CS21 [32]. This was also demonstrated by Ares et. al who showed that CS3 and CS21 are
differentially regulated by CRP and CpxRA [76]. Local regulators, those that regulate a
specific set of genes or operons, also impact expression of CFs, notably Rns. Rns, a
member of the AraC family of regulators, regulates both toxins and CFs [75]; in fact,
nearly half of CFs are regulated by the transcription factor Rns or Rns-like proteins. For
example, both CfaD and LngS are also AraC regulators, like Rns, and regulate the CFA/I
and CS21 operons, respectively [32, 82].

Environmental conditions significantly impact the expression of ETEC toxins, CFs, and
virulence factors. Specific factors associated with the intestinal environment have been
identified and investigated to determine their effect on virulence factor expression in
ETEC, including oxygen, iron, bile salts, glucose, and others. Using ETEC isolated from
stool samples of human volunteers in a controlled human infection model (CHIM) study,
it was determined that ETEC sense environmental oxygen to globally impact virulence
factor expression using the FNR regulator, and that virulence factor expression in
bacteria grown in anaerobic conditions in vitro mimic that from ETEC isolated in vivo
from the infected volunteers [78]. Anaerobic growth resulted in a significant decrease in
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expression of the local regulator CfaD, the CFA/I operon, and the eltAB operon encoding
LT. Aerobic growth increased the expression of sta2, the gene encoding STh [78]. Iron
availability has been shown to also affect virulence factor expression in E. coli,
particularly through the Fur transcription factor that is a global regulator of iron
homeostasis [83]. Another regulator affected by iron is IscR, which has been shown to
bind to the promoter region of CFA/I to induce increased CF expression during iron
starvation conditions [81]. It is also affected by sulfur metabolism and oxidative stress in
bacteria.

Additionally, bile salts present in the intestine have been associated with increased
virulence factor expression in E. coli [84]. Bile salts are found at high concentrations
throughout the small intestine, and studies have determined that exposure to bile salts acts
as an important signal to induce colonization factor expression in some ETEC isolates
[85-87]. Specifically, host factor bile and the bile component sodium glycocholate
increased the transcriptional expression of CS5 in four different ETEC strains [85]. This
was further supported by a study that demonstrated that bile salts increased expression of
CS5, a putative transcription factor csvR, and the putative ETEC virulence factor cexE in
CS5-CS6 ETEC isolates, using RNA-Seq and LC-MS/MS proteomic analyses [88].
Despite the increase in virulence factor expression observed in those ETEC strains, the
response to bile salts can be strain specific, as shown by the ETEC isolate E24377A with
downregulated expression of CS1 and CS3 in the presence of bile [89].
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Previous work studied the transcriptional and translational modification of ETEC
following interaction with the intestinal epithelium (Caco-2 monolayers) for up to two
hours and determined that several virulence factors and regulators, including LT, ST, and
CFs, and CRP, were affected [90]. Engagement with cell monolayer for just 15 minutes
revealed transcription of the type I pili alongside repression of the CFA/I operon genes
and EtpA, and after 1 hr, there was increased transcript of etpBAC and the putative
adhesin eaeH [90]. Another study evaluated over 20 components relevant to the intestinal
environment, including mucin, bicarbonate, norepinephrine, lincomycin, carbon sources,
and cations, and their effects on CF expression [91]. These observed differences in
expression and regulation of CFs, toxins, and other virulence factors in these discussed
various environmental conditions emphasize that media conditions for bacterial growth
should be carefully considered and can directly impact pathogenesis and any applications
to human disease.

ETEC pathogenesis, specifically the ability to adhere to the small intestine using surfaceexpressed adherence factors and deliver toxins to ultimately disrupt water and ion
transport, is regulated by a distinct and complex network of regulators. Studying the
presence, expression, and regulation of these virulence factors and regulators during
infection is critical in understanding ETEC physiology and pathogenicity. This
knowledge can support new therapeutic interventions against ETEC.
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Models of ETEC pathogenesis
Transformed cell lines
Researchers have primarily used immortalized human colonic carcinoma cell lines such
as HT-29, T84, and Caco-2 or porcine cell lines IPEC-J1 or IPEC-J2 to study ETEC
pathogenesis [8, 92, 93]. These cell models have greatly advanced our understanding of
molecular pathogenesis by identifying host receptors for bacterial/toxin engagement, host
cell surface remodeling, bacterial/toxin internalization pathways, and immune responses.

The HT-29 cell line is derived from human colorectal adenocarcinoma and can form a
nonpolarized cell monolayers with sparse microvilli and minimal brush border proteins
[93]. This cell line has been integral to study a variety of enteric pathogens including E.
coli pathotypes and Shigella for adherence and invasion. In particular, HT-29 cells have
served as a model to study CF-dependent adherence by ETEC isolates. For example, the
role of the major subunit of CS21 called LngA in adherence by strains E9034A and
73332 was examined using HT-29 cells and demonstrated LngA-dependent adherence
[28]. Another study measured how iron affected CS6 expression by ETEC and
determined that growth in minimal levels of iron (0.2mM) but not higher concentrations
of iron increased adherence to HT-29 cells [94]. Given that HT-29 cells do not naturally
secrete mucus, they have been engineered to secrete gastric or colonic mucus, HT-29MTX or HT29-FU respectively, and showed that ETEC can adhere to these cells in a
CFA/I-specific manner [95]. In addition to adherence, these cells have been used to study
the inflammatory response of HT-29 cells to ETEC infection as well as other E. coli
pathotypes [96].
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Both the T84 and Caco-2 cell lines are colonic carcinoma cell lines and can form
differentiated, polarized cell monolayers with an apical brush border and tight junctions
to study enteric pathogenesis [93]. Like HT-29 cells, these cells have been used to study
ETEC adherence. Early studies demonstrated that ETEC can adhere in a CF-specific
manner to Caco-2 polarized monolayers [97]. ETEC strains expressing CS21 were
observed to adhere to T84 monolayers in a LngA-dependent manner [25]. In addition to
adherence, T84 cells and Caco-2 cells serve as a model to study effects of purified toxin,
as well as ETEC toxin delivery. Studies have measured permeability of T84 polarized
monolayers following LT or ST exposure by observing the transepithelial resistance
(TER), in which it was shown that both toxins disrupt barrier function [98, 99].
Treatment of T84 monolayers with purified STp resulted in the redistribution of an
important tight junction protein claudin-1 in T84 monolayers, which is linked to the
observed increased permeability [100]. These host cells have also been used to study
toxin-mediated effects on cyclic nucleotide production, specifically cAMP production in
response to LT and cGMP production in response to ST. In addition to intracellular
production of these cyclic nucleotides, recent studies with T84 and Caco-2 monolayers
have shown that cAMP and cGMP are secreted apically and basolaterally, respectively, in
response to purified LT and ST as well as toxin-expressing ETEC [74]. The elevated
extracellular cGMP produced by T84 cells following exposure to ST-expressing ETEC
was observed to induce IL-33 production, a cytokine commonly produced in the intestine
in response to infection or inflammation, in cell lysates, demonstrating a connection
between toxin and immunity [101]. In Caco-2 cells, LT-induced cAMP stimulated the
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production of glycoprotein-derived cell adhesion molecules, specifically CEACAM6, at
the transcript and protein level [102]. STh was also observed to inhibit NHE3 expression
by signaling through the Na/H exchanger regulator factor (NHERF) family of scaffolding
proteins [103]. Porcine cell lines IPEC-J1 and IPEC-J2 have been used to successfully
study porcine ETEC strains expressing various fimbriae [104].

All of these transformed cell lines have contributed to the understanding of ETEC
adherence and toxin delivery. In addition, these transformed cell lines can be used to
assess the toxicity and/or efficacy of specific intervention strategies on a small scale, such
as the toxicity of a toxoid vaccine against ST or the ability of a panel of human
monoclonal antibodies specific to CfaE to inhibit ETEC adherence [105, 106]. Our lab
and others have used HT-29 cell monolayers to test the ability of guinea pig and mouse
antisera, following immunization with CF-specific vaccine candidates, to inhibit ETEC
attachment [107, 108]. However, it has been widely recognized that these models can be
inconsistent with the physiology of the human intestine, as transformed cell lines do not
manifest the diversity of epithelial cell types equivalent to native intestine, and they may
change genotypically with increasing passage in cell culture; as such, they do not
necessarily render a complete or stable physiological response to infection. They may
also contain different surface glycans than those found on the human intestinal surface
that can affect CF-mediated adherence [27, 28]. It is also likely that these models lack
important proteases and other secreted factors that may affect ETEC adherence and toxin
delivery. Given these limitations, non-transformed human cell models can be more
appropriate to study ETEC pathogenesis.
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Animal models
ETEC can naturally infect many large mammals including but not limited to pigs, cows,
and humans. The animal models used in previous studies are infant and adult mice, rats,
rabbits, and pigs, each with their own benefits and limitations [109, 110]. Diarrhea, as an
explicit outcome of ETEC infection, was not always observed, making the evaluation of
an appropriate preclinical model challenging and suboptimal.

Both neonatal (4 – 6 days old) and adult (4 – 6 weeks old) mouse models have been used
to study ETEC and measure efficacy of intervention strategies [109]. Many murine
models of ETEC infection vary based on diet and antibiotic pretreatment to alter the
intestinal environment and control the symptomatic outcomes of infection, including
diarrhea, enteropathy, and growth impairment. Mice can be fed normal or house chow,
which usually contains zinc, chow that varies in protein concentration, and chow that
varies in zinc concentration, which has been shown to affect diarrheal outcomes [109].
Antibiotic treatment specifically alters the intestinal microbiome. Mouse models have
been used to study the role of fimbriae isolated from pigs in porcine or bovine ETEC
strains [111, 112]. The bovine ETEC strain B41, the archetypal strain that expresses F41
fimbriae, was used to colonize BALB/c neonatal mice and study the contribution of F41
fimbriae and STp on pathogenesis [111]. Another group designed a porcine K99expressing ETEC challenge study to measure the immunogenicity and efficacy of ETEC
total RNA in response to ETEC challenge in BALB/c adult mice. Antibodies specific to
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K99, innate cytokines, and the T cell response were measured in response to the
immunization and challenge [112].

A mouse model developed recently was used to understand the role of zinc in treatment
and recovery from ETEC infection [113]. Adult C57Bl/6J mice were fed house chow,
zinc-deficient diet, or a protein-deficient diet for two weeks, given an antibiotic cocktail
in drinking water, and then infected with ETEC H10407. These mice developed a variety
of symptoms, including watery diarrhea, growth impairment, and intestinal inflammation,
which was worsened in mice with a zinc-deficient diet. Zinc supplementation postinfection promoted growth in the mice but did not decrease bacterial colonization of
H10407. Interestingly, zinc did reduce colonization of LT-deficient strains,
demonstrating mixed effects of zinc supplementation on LT/ST-expressing ETEC [113].
The use of mice to study ETEC offers a live animal model to observe effects of diet and
antibiotic treatment on ETEC infection as well as the role of specific virulence factors in
pathogenesis.

In addition to mice, both rats and rabbits have been used for ETEC immunization studies.
Rats have been used to assess the protective capacity of immunization with purified STh
or a toxoid conjugates of LT and ST against challenge with purified toxin and/or strains
expressing toxin [114, 115]. Rabbits have been used to measure responses to toxin
conjugates or ETEC strains utilizing ligated ileal loops. Rabbits immunized with toxoid
conjugates of LT and ST were challenged with purified toxins to measure
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immunogenicity, safety, and protection [116]. Another study immunized rabbits with
purified CFA/I encapsulated in biodegradable microspheres to measure antigen delivery
and immunogenicity [117]. In addition, the efficacy of an enteric-coated protease
preparation to prevent diarrheal disease and the role of EatA in ETEC pathogenesis was
studied using the ligated ileal loops in rabbits [43, 118]. The use of animal models in
mice, rats, and rabbits contributed to knowledge of ETEC pathogenesis as well as
provided opportunities to study potential therapeutics in live animal models.

ETEC is one of the main pathogens associated with post-weaning diarrhea (PWD) in
young pigs, resulting in weight loss, secondary infection, and sometimes death, which
directly impacts the agriculture and livestock industries [119]. Young piglets were used
for ETEC infection studies, using porcine-derived ETEC strains expressing fimbriae and
toxins or purified toxins only. Studies with post-weaning piglets determined that ETEC
infection led to severe enteropathy including severe villus shortening and crypt deepening
that was correlated with decreased weight, microbiota, and intestinal function [119].
Many studies have examined the effects of LT, ST, and/or EAST1 on the intestinal tract
and determined that LT and ST can induce diarrhea in piglets [60, 61, 120]. Other studies
using porcine ETEC strains expressing K88 or K99 fimbriae demonstrated an association
between fimbriae expression and the ability to cause diarrhea in piglets. Without the
fimbriae present, the strains lost the ability to colonize and cause diarrheal disease in
young pigs [121-123]. More recently, researchers have investigated effective strategies to
implement piglet in vivo ETEC challenge models using porcine-derived strains F4 and
F18 or to develop pig vaccination strategies [124, 125]. Despite recent success in porcine
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models, there are major limitations to study ETEC pathogenesis, particularly that
research can be technically difficult and expensive and that pathogenesis does not
replicate what we observe in humans.

Researchers are taking a closer look at the defined outcomes of pathogenic ETEC
infection [109]. Instead of overt diarrhea as the primary symptom, other symptoms are
being evaluated, including growth, weight gains, and measurable markers of enteropathy,
like inflammatory histology, barrier function, or inflammatory biomarkers, in mice [109].
Inclusion of these other infection outcomes allows for a focused public health approach
in the analysis of ETEC intervention strategies, including zinc supplementation and
ETEC vaccines in development. Developing a suitable animal model of ETEC infection
has presented many challenges due to differences in strain origin (pig vs. human),
difficulties in utilization, significant surgical manipulation, and/or symptomatic outcomes
including diarrhea. The lack of reliable animal models has affected progress in ETEC
vaccine development to evaluate vaccine candidate efficacy. Small animal models may
lack faithful replication of human receptors, infection susceptibility, antimicrobial
peptides, and innate immune responses.

Ex vivo biopsy samples
Given the challenges and limitations with transformed cell models and animal models,
human-derived primary tissue is an important model for ETEC infection studies. One
primary tissue model is ex vivo intestinal mucosa biopsies, which can be used in in vitro
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organ culture (IVOC) assays that more accurately represent the human intestine. Using
these biopsies, infection with wildtype ETEC strain H10407 or its CF-deficient derivative
H10407Kan demonstrated CFA/I-dependent adherence as observed with decreased
adherence by the mutant using scanning electron microscopy [16]. Another strain KB101
containing a point mutation in the tip adhesin CfaE also adhered significantly less than
the wildtype strain to the intestinal biopsies [16]. IVOC experiments have been
performed with other pathogens as well, including EPEC [126]. Other IVOC models have
been designed using intestinal biopsies from piglets to study porcine-specific ETEC
strains and STp. One study detected decreased villous epithelial area and increased
villous atrophy and destruction following exposure to purified STp, pointing to
physiological changes in the intestine during ETEC intoxication of tissue [127]. Despite
these studies with ETEC and the fact that non-transformed human intestinal explants
overcome the limitations associated with cancer-derived cell lines, these explants are
short-lived and must be continuously sourced.

Human organoid and enteroid models
The development of human intestinal organoid mini-gut models presents a highly humanrelevant novel platform with the potential to revolutionize the study of enteric bacterial
pathogenesis as well as the evaluation of new therapeutic and preventative interventions
[128, 129]. The central advantage of organoid models is their multicellular composition
of non-transformed human cells including absorptive enterocytes, mucus-producing
Goblet cells, antimicrobial peptide-producing Paneth cells, hormone-secreting
enteroendocrine cells, chemosensory tuft cells, antigen-sampling microfold cells, and
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multipotent proliferative stem cells. Collectively, organoids retain distinct features of
human intestinal epithelium, including individual donor genetics, segmental
specification, cell polarization, nutrient and ion transport, barrier function, mucus
secretion, and microbicidal peptide production [130-132]. The term organoid is broadly
applied to ex vivo cultures, and requires additional distinction as to whether it refers to an
intestinal tissue-derived organoid [128] (enteroid, consisting only of epithelial cells) or a
human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived intestinal organoid [133] (HIO,
containing both epithelial and mesenchymal lineages) (Figure 1.3). Due to the
maintenance of segmental specificity, enteroids derived from the large intestine are often
referred to as colonoids. Enteroids can be studied as three-dimensional (3D) cultures
embedded in extracellular matrix (ECM) or as two-dimensional (2D) monolayers on
permeable tissue culture supports. Due to tissue-like complexity, HIOs are used
exclusively as 3D cultures. Enteroids can be maintained as a crypt-like population or be
directed to differentiate into surface/villus-like epithelium, whereas HIOs contain both
crypt and surface/villus regions simultaneously. Each model has additional unique
characteristics that have been comprehensively reviewed and continues to evolve through
manipulation of culture conditions [134, 135].
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the origin and lineage composition of organoids and enteroids.
Organoids are derived from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and contain cells of
epithelial and mesenchymal lineages. Enteroids are derived from intestinal tissue and
contain cells of epithelial lineage only. Both enteroids and organoids contain multiple
epithelial cell types. This figure was published by Ranganathan S. et al (2020) in Gut
Microbes as an open access article in which no permission is required to use information
or materials.
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In the approximately ten-year period since introduction of mini-gut culture methods,
application to the study of enteropathogens has flourished. Some of the earliest hostpathogen human organoid studies demonstrated viral entry and replication by rotavirus
[136-138], and bacterial and parasitic [139] infection models soon followed, including
evaluation of invasive bacteria such as Shigella, Listeria, and Salmonella, and
noninvasive bacteria such as pathogenic E. coli (enterotoxigenic E.coli,
enterohemorrhagic E. coli, enteroaggregative E. coli, and enteropathogenic E.coli),
Clostridium difficile, and Vibrio cholerae. The enteroid model allows for detailed
investigation of host-pathogen interactions between enteric bacteria and intestinal factors,
including mucus and ion transporter expression. For example, Goblet cells in the enteroid
monolayer produce both internal and external mucus, and the most prevalent mucin is
mucin 2 or MUC2 [140, 141]. ETEC adhere to the intestinal cell surface upon passage
through the mucus layer in the small intestine. ETEC can express mucinases, including
EatA and YghJ, that have been identified to assist in subverting this mucus layer and
decreasing mucus production in the intestine [142, 143]. The human enteroid model also
recapitulates ion physiology and expression [71, 72]. Previous studies demonstrate that
ETEC infection decreases the surface expression and activity of the sodium-hydrogen
antiporter 3 (NHE3) ion transporter as well as other important gut ion transporters,
including CFTR, DRA, NKCC1, and NBCe1 [71]. Studying the production of mucus and
expression and activity of ion transporters following infection of the enteroid model
provide a relevant human model to study enteric pathogens.
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While enteroids impart sophistication to epithelial tissue culture models, additional
features of the GI tract such as oxygen gradients [144], physical forces, a diverse
microbiome, vascularization, the enteric nervous system, and immune components are
not yet fully represented in the model, though advancements are underway. The
challenges in constructing more complex tissue culture models lay in the development of
culture platforms to provide individual material support to multiple cell populations yet
allow cells the freedom to interact seamlessly. Culture platforms should also provide
access for on-demand sampling of secreted materials. The microfluidic Intestine-Chip
seeded with enteroids from the small intestine [145-148] or colon [149] offers integrated
manipulation of mechanical stretch, anaerobic compartmentalization, and endothelial
interfacing. Under continuous flow conditions which can mimic the flow of intestinal
contents across the intestinal surface, exposure of jejunal enteroid monolayers to ST
increased the secreted but not intracellular cGMP concentrations and increased
expression of cyclic nucleotide transporter MRP4, compared to monolayers under static
conditions [150]. Repetitive stretch, which can recapitulate intestinal peristalsis, did not
have an additive effect on cGMP levels [150]. Silk scaffolding provides a highly
permeable support network for enteroid monolayer communications with lamina propria
[151]. Other cell support materials such as those based on synthetic [152] or extracellular
matrix-based polymer networks [153] remain to be implemented for enteroid co-cultures.

The engraftment of non-epithelial cell types in the enteroid will further expand the
mechanistic understanding of infection and enhance the utility for therapeutic or vaccine
screening. Immune cell populations are crucial to modeling innate and adaptive responses
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to pathogenic antigens and provide antimicrobials to combat infection [154]. ETEC
infection of epithelium alongside innate immune cell effectors was studied using a coculture of enteroid or colonoid monolayers and human monocyte-derived macrophages
[155, 156]. The enteroid monolayer and basolaterally engrafted macrophages affected
each other as evidenced by the morphological changes in both cell types. Increased basal
production of innate cytokines, including IL-8, IFN-g, and IL-6, increased cell height, and
transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) across the monolayer was also observed in the
macrophage-enteroid co-culture system [155]. Following ETEC infection, cytokine
production did not significantly increase; however, macrophages extended dendritic-like
projections through the permeable culture membrane and paracellular space of the
monolayer to contact adherent ETEC on the apical surface [155]. Fewer ETEC bacteria
were found adhered to the enteroids co-cultured with macrophages, as early as 30
minutes post infection, compared to enteroid-only cultures. The authors hypothesized that
this decrease may be due to phagocytosis of ETEC by the macrophages [155]. This coculture system is the first primary human macrophage-enteroid model established to
study host-pathogen interactions. Future studies aim to incorporate other immune cell
types, including neutrophils, dendritic cells, and T cells, to study mechanisms of infection
clearance by the immune system.

Other components to be added to the enteroid model are the nervous system and human
microbiome. The enteric nervous system is an understudied contributor to infectious
diarrheal diseases, releasing neurotransmitters that impact epithelial ion transport and
may affect other cell populations. The causal or protective role of the gut microbiome in
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infectious disease severity remains unclear, and interactions between competing microbes
in addition to effects of microbial metabolites on host barrier and immune function
require further evaluation. As co-culture models evolve, they present the opportunity for
screening new antimicrobial compounds and vaccine candidates for toxicity and efficacy
before transitioning to human clinical trials. Also, as enteroid models maintain the
genetic background and segmental specificity from the original human donor, this system
aligns with the advancement of personalized medicine. Patient-derived enteroids can be
screened following specific therapy for early indications of treatment success.

The primary nature of this model, exclusively used in this work, provides the opportunity
to make the most accurate conclusions about ETEC adherence, toxin delivery, and
intestinal response to infection. Given that these enteroids are isolated from a diverse set
of human donors, the data using these enteroid monolayers accounts for the expansive
genetic diversity and environmental factors in human samples and thus supports
conclusions about pathogenesis that represent the general human response.
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ETEC Vaccine Development
General ETEC vaccines
There is currently no licensed vaccine for ETEC. Designing a vaccine with broad
coverage against ETEC has posed challenges due to regional differences and the genetic
diversity and prevalence of ETEC serotypes, CFs, and other important antigens [157,
158]. However, there have been many strategies for the development of vaccines to
prevent diarrheal disease caused by ETEC, including killed and live attenuated whole cell
vaccines and subunit vaccines [159, 160]. Another strategy is to create a polyvalent
combination live attenuated vaccine that includes ETEC and Shigella antigens to create a
more broadly targeting and effective vaccine for top pathogens causing MSD [3, 161,
162].

Multiple vaccine candidates have been tested in humans, either with or without challenge
by ETEC strains, or in field studies [22]. An ideal ETEC vaccine would target the
important virulence factors, such as the major CFs including CFA/I, CS1-CS6, and both
LT and ST to prevent colonization and intoxication, respectively, in both adults and
young children. Evidence that colonization-blocking antibody responses protected against
diarrheal disease has guided multiple strategies to target CFs during vaccine development
[11, 17]. CFA/I- and CS21-specific antibodies have been measured after natural infection
and challenge [22, 36]. Importantly, CF-specific antibodies have been shown to be
protective against ETEC disease in humans. Oral administration of CFA/I-specific
antibodies in the form of hyperimmune bovine colostrum provided short-term protection
in 14/15 volunteers from developing clinical diarrhea following challenge with wildtype
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ETEC H10407 [11]. Accordingly, ETEC vaccine design has focused on inducing high
levels of CF-specific antibodies [22]. Based on the GEMS study, Vidal et al concluded
that inclusion of all major CFs would prevent up to 66% of pediatric MSD cases due to
ST-only ETEC in developing countries [9]. In addition, recent studies have determined
other virulence factors to consider for vaccine inclusion that may improve the coverage
and efficacy using molecular approaches informed by bioinformatics, including EtpA and
EatA [44, 45, 163]. Recent considerations of controlled human infection models (CHIMs)
of ETEC infection have been critical to test the protective efficacy of these vaccine
candidates [164, 165].

Whole cell or live attenuated ETEC vaccines
The most advanced ETEC vaccine candidate tested in humans is the killed whole cell
vaccine candidate ETVAX which includes four inactivated recombinant ETEC strains
that overexpress CFA/I, CS3, CS5, and CS6 as well as recombinant subunit protein
LCTBA, which is the B subunit of cholera toxin with seven amino acids replaced by the
counterpart residues of the B subunit of LT [166]. Previous studies demonstrated the
cholera toxin B subunit immunogen in the cholera vaccine Dukoral induced crossprotective immunity against LT-producing ETEC due to the high homology of cholera
toxin and heat-labile toxin [167]. The candidate ETVAX has been tested for safety and
efficacy in adult volunteers from Sweden [168], Bangladesh [169], and Zambia [170],
adult travelers from Finland who went to Benin [171], and in age descending studies in
Bangladesh [172] and Zambia [170, 173]. However, protective efficacy against ETEC
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induced diarrheal disease in children less than 1 year old in LMICs has not been
evaluated.

ETVAX was developed as the next generation vaccine to replace the candidate rCTB-CF
[174]. Early versions of rCTB-CF contained three ETEC strains expressing four adhesins
(CFA/I, CS1 – CS3) and the recombinant B subunit of cholera toxin (rCTB). This was
later modified to include five killed strains expressing CFA/I, CS1 – CS5 as well as
recombinant rCTB. This candidate was well tolerated and induced antigen-specific
antibody responses in healthy adults, as well as children from 18 months to 2 years in
LMICs [36, 175-177]. However, efficacy studies demonstrated that rCTB-CF did not
protect infants from diarrhea and, while it reduced the severity of diarrheal disease, it did
not protect against the overall diarrhea rate in healthy adult travelers [178, 179]. This led
to the development of the current vaccine candidate ETVAX.

Another whole cell vaccine candidate tested in humans is the live attenuated ACE527
vaccine, which includes three live attenuated ETEC strains expressing CFA/I, CS1 –
CS3, CS5, CS6, and the B subunit of LT in total and has been tested for efficacy in
challenge studies with H10407. When administered in two doses of 1011 CFUs 3 weeks
apart, the candidate ACE527 vaccine induced robust immune responses and reduced the
severity of diarrhea in adult volunteers, although not significantly, following challenge
with wildtype strain H10407; however, there were some adverse events, including
vomiting in some subjects [180, 181]. A later study administered ACE527 as three doses
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of each vaccine strain at a lower concentration (3x109 CFUs) with or without the addition
of the adjuvant dmLT. Six months later, adult volunteers were protected against severe
diarrhea (65.9%) and diarrhea of any severity (58.5%) when challenged with the ETEC
strain H10407 [182]. However, the efficacy in young children in LMICs needs to be
evaluated, and the response to non-canonical antigens like EtpA and YghJ was
diminished or absent [183].

While whole cell vaccine candidates can induce long-term immunity to ETEC antigens,
some must be administered at a high oral dose, delivering a concentrated load of other
bacterial antigens, like LPS, which can lead to adverse side effects in volunteers or field
studies. However, this was not the case with whole cell oral vaccines against cholera or
typhoid fever (Ty21a). Additionally, there is a concern that live attenuated vaccine
candidates could be cleared quickly from the body if the recipient has been pre-exposed
to antigens contained in the vaccine during a previous ETEC infection. Investigators have
considered subunit vaccines to target ETEC as a different strategy to overcome the
limitations and limited success of whole cell vaccines.

Subunit vaccines
Subunit vaccines offer an additional strategy to target ETEC-induced diarrheal disease by
focusing on specific ETEC immunogens. Recent progress has focused on developing
candidates to target ST and develop anti-ST neutralizing antibodies to develop protection
against ST-containing ETEC [105]. While STh is a potent toxin, it is small peptide (18
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amino acids) and poorly immunogenic. Its immunogenicity must be enhanced by
conjugation to a carrier protein, and toxicity is reduced by disruption of disulfide bonds
or single amino acid substitutions [184]. These ST toxoids can be fused to LT toxoids to
create a ST-LT toxoid fusion [185]. While no human studies have been performed,
experiments with mice and subsequent in vitro assays isolated anti-ST antibodies with
functional neutralization of ST in addition to LT-specific responses [186]. The most
promising candidate is 3xSTaN12S-dmLT, which induced the highest anti-STh IgG titer
and the third highest anti-STa IgA titer in intraperitoneally immunized mice [186]. An
important challenge to this approach is developing toxoid candidates that do not result in
cross reactive antibodies to the endogenous peptides guanylin and uroguanylin that also
regulate the activity of the guanylate cyclase-C (GC-C) receptor in order to prevent
activation of endogenous pathways that lead to water and ion dysregulation [68, 187].

In addition to ST-LT toxoid studies, generating immunity to LT alone was also studied.
Transcutaneous immunization using an adhesive patch embedded with purified LT was
tested in mice which resulted in an antibody response to LT and less fluid accumulation
in the intestines after a challenge with LT [188]. This patch was also tested in humans
and immunized adults developed a strong IgG and IgA antibody response to LT [189];
however, clinical trials and field studies assessing the efficacy of the LT patch had
conflicting results and determined that protection against ETEC infection was not
consistent. The LT patch alone is no longer considered an appropriate approach to target
diarrheal disease [190].
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Heat-labile toxin (LT) is a strong adjuvant alone, and mutant nontoxic forms have been
designed as adjuvants to boost immune response in vaccines. LT mutants have been made
by reducing or abolishing the ADP-ribosylation activity by substituting residues of the
LTA subunit to create a monomeric mutant LT (mLT), a double mutant LT (dmLT), and
a triple mutant LT (tmLT) [191]. Mutations in the B subunit of LT resulted in other
nontoxic adjuvants used to enhance immunogenicity of antigens from bacteria, viruses,
and fungi to thus improve vaccine efficacy. Specifically, the dmLT mutant was used as a
successful adjuvant for tetanus toxoid, Helicobacter pylori, Shigella, Salmonella
enteritidis, and poliovirus vaccines [64, 66, 192, 193]. Both dmLT and tmLT do not
cause toxicity in cell models tested and can act as a powerful adjuvant that enhances
antigen-specific systemic and mucosal immune responses [64]. Progress with the mLT
mutant is limited due to the mild toxicity caused in a portion of human volunteers that
developed diarrhea in a human clinical trial. The use of LT as an adjuvant has resulted in
strong immune responses after vaccination by improving inflammatory cytokine and
chemokine secretion and recruiting innate cells to the site of immunization [58]. It also
increased antigen presentation and B- and T-cell activation. The inclusion of LT toxoids
in vaccine development offers a strategy to safely and effectively boost the immune
system during vaccine responses.

Another subunit vaccine approach is to create a broadly protective ETEC anti-adhesin
vaccine targeting the tip of CFA/I called CfaE [194]. This approach is supported by
studies that demonstrated that CfaE is required for binding to intestinal cells and that antiCfaE antibodies can protect against wildtype ETEC challenge in human volunteers [16,
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17, 195]. Various studies using mice, rabbits, and monkeys [195] immunized with CfaE
stabilized by donor strand complementation and combined with LT, mLT, or dmLT as an
adjuvant resulted in a robust anti-CFA/I antibody response that inhibited adherence by
CFA/I, CS2, CS4, CS14, and CS17 ETEC strains in vitro. A study in nonhuman primates
also demonstrated that induced anti-CfaE antibodies conferred protection against
challenge with H10407, which contains CFA/I [196]. This approach has been postulated
to protect against heterologous, non-cross reactive CFs based on in vitro studies showing
that antibodies against the tip adhesin were more cross reactive than antibodies to
structural subunits [197]. Additionally, fusion to toxoids may improve the immune
response to this vaccine approach to generate greater ETEC CF-specific responses with
the toxoid as an adjuvant [24, 198].

In order to expand coverage and include peptides of multiple CFs, the MEFA
(multiepitope fusion antigen) was created to display immunogenic peptides from seven
major CFs (CFA/I, CS1 – CS6) expressed by ETEC based on B cell epitopes. The CFA
MEFA induced high titers of antibodies specific to all seven CFs included as well as to
other homologous CFs to CFA/I [199]. This was further optimized to be a multivalent
subunit vaccine called MecVax that included the MEFA epitopes that was fused to the
LT-STh toxoid [200]. Immunization with MecVax induced antibodies that neutralized
STh and LT enterotoxicity as well as inhibited adherence by all seven CFs included.
MecVax also protected rabbits from ETEC in the small intestine and piglets from getting
diarrhea. All of the subunit vaccine strategies discussed aim to develop immunity against
ETEC toxins and specific antigens, like CFs.
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Other prophylactic tools
Another prophylactic tool against ETEC-induced diarrhea is hyperimmune bovine
colostrum (HBC) that is commercially sold as Travelan [201]. The immune components
in Travelan were studied, and the product contained high levels of IgG specific for
multiple important ETEC antigens, including CFA/I and the O-polysaccharide [201]. In
addition to IgG antibodies, Travelan also contained IgA, cytokines, growth factors, and
lactoferrin. In vitro assays using this product observed reduced ETEC motility in soft
agar and exhibited bactericidal activity in the presence of complement [201].

Immunity to ETEC infection
Innate immunity
There are few reports on the host innate immune response to ETEC infection. Studies
within the last decade in pigs suggested that ETEC infection resulted in a proinflammatory immune response with high levels of TLR4 signaling and an
overproduction of cytokines, including IL-6 and IL-8 [202, 203]. Studies in T84 cells
reported low levels of IL-8 in response to ST toxin at later timepoints (18 hrs) [101]. In
contrast, other studies determined that ETEC directly inhibits the innate immune response
by blocking NF-kB signaling, and that overnight infection with ETEC did not affect IL-8,
TGF-b1, IFN-g, and IL-6 secretion in ileal enteroids [155, 204]. Innate immune cells
including macrophages may contribute to the innate cytokine response to ETEC infection
[156]. The decreased innate response to ETEC is in direct contrast to other enteric
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pathogens, such as Shigella and EAEC, that result in a highly inflammatory immune
response characterized by increased inflammatory cytokines, including IL-8 [205, 206].
This emphasizes the specific yet diverse and abundant responses to enteric bacterial
infection and how this impacts the intestinal environment.

Adaptive immunity
One of the major immune responses to ETEC infection are the production of CF-specific
IgG and IgA antibodies. The immunogenicity and efficacy of ETEC vaccine candidates
have been determined based on the induction of these CF-specific antibodies, as well as
their functional ability to bind and neutralize their antigen. Important advances have been
made to isolate mucosal IgA specific to ETEC antigens in blood, saliva, and intestinal
lavage/duodenal aspirates [207]. In addition to antibody responses to ETEC infection, the
T and B cell responses are currently being investigated. The precise role of key immune
cells including T cells and B cells in response to ETEC infection is not well understood.
Understanding this cellular immunity and specific cell mechanisms are important as it
can help identify immune correlates to observe during assessment of a therapeutic or
vaccine. A field study investigated memory B cells responses in Bangladeshi adults to
natural ETEC infection [208]. It determined that natural infection induces memory B
cells that remained elevated for at least 30 days post infection and induced high avidity
IgA and IgG antibodies specific to LTB, CFA/I, and CS6 antigens [208]. Understanding
the adaptive immune responses to ETEC can provide critical understanding for vaccine
development and the identification of correlates of protection.
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Hypotheses and Specific Aims
The central questions of this project are:
1) Does the presence of multiple CFs, specifically CFA/I and CS21, in ETEC enhance
adherence and toxin delivery?
2) Is the enteroid model an appropriate cell culture system to study ETEC pathogenesis?

Specific Aim 1: Determine the contribution of individual versus multiple CFs to
adherence and toxin delivery and determine if multiple CFs contribute to immune evasion
in the human enteroid model.
The hypothesis is the expression of multiple colonization factors CFA/I and CS21 by
ETEC confers increased adherence and toxin delivery to intestinal cells and improves
evasion of CF-specific immune responses.
1A: Determine the role of CFA/I and CS21 in adherence and toxin delivery by ETEC
in the human enteroid model.
1B: Examine the ability of colonization-blocking antibodies to inhibit CF-mediated
binding and toxin delivery by ETEC expressing CFA/I and CS21.
1C: Measure the effect of CFA/I-CS21 expressing ETEC on innate cytokine
production and barrier integrity in ileal enteroid lines.

Specific Aim 2: Investigate the expression of CFA/I and the presence of ETEC regulators
in different clinical ETEC strains.
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The hypothesis is CFA/I is differentially regulated and expressed in ETEC clinical
isolates.
2A: Evaluate sequence-level similarities and differences in the CFA/I operon between
ETEC clinical isolates.
2B: Measure the transcription of genes in the CFA/I operon in ETEC clinical isolates
grown in different growth conditions.
2C: Determine the homology of important ETEC regulators that affect CFA/I
expression across ETEC clinical isolates, using whole genome analysis.

Specific Aim 3: Measure host responses in human enteroids to ETEC infection.
The hypothesis is the human enteroid model is a relevant pathogenesis model for ETEC
infection and recapitulates critical ETEC-mediated intestinal responses following
infection.
3A: Measure the effect of ETEC infection on barrier integrity and transepithelial
electrical resistance (TEER) of enteroid monolayers.
3B: Determine the expression of mucins (MUC2) and ion transporters (NHE3)
following ETEC infection of the enteroid monolayer.
3C: Quantify the innate cytokine response to ETEC infection of the enteroid
monolayer.
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Chapter II: Materials and Methods
Ethics statement
Deidentified biopsy tissue from the jejunum and ileum was obtained from healthy
subjects who provided written informed consent at Baylor College of Medicine and Johns
Hopkins University, respectively, and all methods were carried out in accordance with
approved guidelines and regulations. All experimental protocols were approved by the
Johns Hopkins University Institutional Review Board (IRB NA_00038329). All bacterial
strains analyzed in these studies were de-identified and obtained from previously
archived existing collections (Table 2.1) [9].

Enteroid medium composition
All enteroid media were prepared as reported previously [155]. Advanced Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)-F-12 medium supplemented with 1x GlutaMAX
(Gibco), 10 mM HEPES (Quality Biologicals), and 100 Units/mL penicillin-streptomycin
(Gibco) was used as the basal medium. Complete medium with growth factor (CMGF+)
is comprised of 22.3% (vol/vol) basal medium, 50% (vol/vol) Wnt3a-conditioned
medium, 15% (vol/vol) R-spondin-1-conditioned medium, 10% (vol/vol) nogginconditioned medium, 1x B27 supplement (Gibco), 1 mM N-acetylcysteine (Sigma), 1x
Primocin (InvivoGen), 50 ng/ml human epidermal growth factor (R&D Systems), 10 nM
Leu-15-gastrin (AnaSpec), 500 nM A83-01 (Tocris), and 10 μM SB202190 (Tocris).
Undifferentiated monolayer medium (UDM) is comprised of the same CMGF+
components without A83-01 (Tocris) or SB202190 (Tocris). Differentiation medium is
comprised of 86.2% (vol/vol) basal medium, 10% (vol/vol) noggin-conditioned medium,
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1 mM N-acetylcysteine (Sigma), 50 ng/ml human epidermal growth factor (R&D
Systems), 10 nM Leu-15-gastrin (AnaSpec), and 500 nM A83-01 (Tocris).

Enteroid monolayers
Human enteroid cultures were established from biopsy specimens (jejunal “J”; ileum “I”)
obtained after endoscopic or surgical procedures by utilizing methods developed by the
laboratory of Hans Clevers [130]. Four enteroid lines were used in this work: 35I, 46I,
34I, and J2. All were secretor positive as determined by immunostaining with a UEA-1
conjugate. The blood groups of the enteroid lines were also determined: 35I (type O), 46I
(type O), 34I (type A), and J2 (type B), revealing that all blood types were represented in
this study. Enteroids isolated from intestinal crypt cells were cultured as 3D cysts
embedded in Matrigel (Corning) and passaged approximately every 7 days. 3D enteroids
were harvested by incubation in an organoid harvesting solution (Cultrex) and gentle
scraping, followed by vigorous shaking at 4°C for 30 min. The enteroids were triturated
80 to 130 times, and the contents of multiple wells were pooled in a 15-mL conical tube.
The fragmented enteroids were washed using an equal volume of basal medium. The
enteroids were collected by centrifugation at 1200 RPM for 10 min at 4°C. For
passaging, the enteroid pellet was resuspended in Matrigel and seeded such that each split
contained at least 50 enteroids. The plate was incubated at 37°C for at least 1 hr to allow
the Matrigel to polymerize. A total of 0.5 mL of CMGF+ containing 10 μM each Y-27632
(Tocris) and CHIR99021 (Tocris) was added to each well. The medium was replaced
with CMGF+ without Y-27632 and CHIR99021 after 48 h. Fresh CMGF+ was added to
the wells every other day. To form enteroid monolayers, the triturated enteroids were
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resuspended in CMGF+ containing Y-27632 and CHIR99021 (Noel 2017, In 2016).
Transparent polycarbonate membrane 24-well cell culture inserts with a 0.4-μm pore size
(transwell filters; Corning) were precoated using 100 μL of a 34 μg/mL human collagen
IV solution (Sigma) by incubation at 37°C for a minimum of 2 hr or at 4°C overnight.
Collagen-coated transwells were washed with basal medium before use. One hundred
microliters of resuspended enteroid fragments was added to the transwells. Six hundred
microliters of CMGF+ with Y-27632 and CHIR99021 was added to the receiver well.
Cultures were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2. Transparent polyethylene membrane 24well cell culture inserts with a 0.4-μm pore size (transwell filters; Corning) were used for
enteroid monolayers for confocal microscopy. Typically, confluence in these enteroid
cultures was achieved in 10 to 14 days. Monolayer confluence was assessed by the
increase in transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) measured using an epithelial
volt/ohm meter (EVOM2; World Precision Instruments). Confluent monolayers were
differentiated into specialized intestinal cell subtypes by incubation with Wnt3A-free and
R-spondin-1-free medium (differentiation medium) for 5 days. Bacterial adherence and
toxin delivery assays were typically performed at 5 days post differentiation. The percent
change in TEER was calculated using the following formula, ((TEERpost-infection) −
(TEERpre-infection))/(TEERpre-infection) × 100%.

Strains used in the study & culture media
ETEC clinical isolates and mutant strains are described in Table 2.1. All bacterial strains
were grown on CFA agar [54] or in Terrific broth [27] for gene expression and protein
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production experiments. Strains were grown on CFA agar for electron microscopy and
enteroid infection experiments.
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Table 2.1: Bacterial strains used in this study
Strain/Plasmid
Description (Country of origin)
H10407
LT, ST, CFA/I (Bangladesh)
H10407Kan
H10407 CFA/I- (cfaE::KmR)
CVD19
504838; ST, CFA/I, CS21 (India)
CVD30
504239; ST, CFA/I, CS21 (India)
EMS07
CVD30ΔcfaB
EMS08
CVD30ΔlngA
EMS09
CVD30ΔcfaBΔlngA
EMS10
CVD30ΔcfaB(pGA2-CFA/I)
EMS11
CVD30ΔcfaBΔlngA(pGA2-CFA/I)
E9034A
LT, ST, CS21, CS3
E9034A cstH::ABXr
E9034ADCS3
pGA2-CFA/I
High level constitutive CFA/I
operon expression
10002a
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (Chile)
100386
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (The Gambia)
102658
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (The Gambia)
200332
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (Mali)
204033
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (Mali)
300202
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (Mozambique)
302005
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (Mozambique)
401248
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (from Kenya)
600609
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (Bangladesh)
702213
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (Pakistan)
702375
ST, CFA/I, CS21 (Pakistan)
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Reference
[209]
[16]
[9]
[9]
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
[210]
This study
[211]
[212]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]
[9]

Construction of mutants
The CVD30 cfaB and/or lngA mutants were engineered by allelic exchange using the
lambda-red system as previously described [213], using primers and plasmids outlined in
Table 2.2. All primers for this study are based on Genbank CP025859.1, CP025861.1,
and CP025860.1 using the strain CVD30 (also designated at 504239). Briefly, the
plasmid pKD4 and primers E01-F and E01-R (for cfaB) or primers E02-F and E02-R (for
lngA) were used to amplify the kanamycin resistance gene with 60-70 nucleotide flanking
regions homologous to cfaB or lngA. Mutants of these genes were isolated as antibioticresistant colonies after introduction into bacteria carrying a Red expression plasmid
pKD46. The kanamycin resistance gene was then eliminated using a helper plasmid
pCP20 encoding the FLP recombinase. Screening for gene deletions identified colonies
with an unmarked deletion present in the target gene(s). The plasmid pGA2-CFA/I was
used for trans complementation of these mutant strains [211]. Growth behavior of these
complemented mutants was performed by growing in DMEM at 37°C shaking, compared
to the wildtype ETEC CVD30. The OD600 was monitored every 30 min over time for
each strain.
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Table 2.2: Primers used in this study
Primer Description
Sequence (5’à3’)
(Primer nucleotides matching genome)
E01-F
pKD4-cfaB FWD CATGAAGGCATAGAAAAAGAGCAA
GGGCTAATACAATTAAAGGTTCCT
TGATTACTCATCTATATACTAAGGA
GTTCTAGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC
E01-R pKD4-cfaB REV GCTTCATATAAATTCATTTCCATGA
AAAAGGAGGGATGTATAAACATAC
CCCCTCCTTTTAAATAAAAGAACAT
ATGAATATCCTCCTTA
E02-F
pKD4-lngA FWD GGTTCCATGATCTTTTCAGATTGGT
TGAATCAGTTGTCAGTAGATAAAA
TCAACAGGAGGAATACTTGTGTAGG
CTGGAGCTGCTTC
E02-R pKD4-lngA REV AAAATTGTCTCTGTGAGAAGGTAC
TAGCCTATCATATTTAAACTAGTAC
CTTTTGGAAAAACATATGAATATCC
TCCTTA
E03-F
Kan-cfaB FWD
GGGAATGTTAGAGCAGGCGT
E03-R Kan-cfaB REV
CCTAGAGTTTGCCCATATAG
E04-F
Kan-lngA FWD
GACATGGGTTGGACCTG
E04-R Kan-lngA REV
CCTGCCACTTCTGAAATC
E05-F
pKD46 FWD
TCGTTCATCCATAGTTGCCTG
E05-R pKD46 REV
GCAGTGCTGCCATAACCATG
E06-F
cfaB FWD
GCTCTGACCACAATGTTTG
E06-R cfaB REV
TTACACCGGATGCAGAATA
E07-F
lngA FWD
ACAGTCCGCGTAGCAAT
E07-R lngA REV
GTAAAACAGTTGTAGAGG
E08-F
estA FWD
GTATTGTCTTTTTCACCTTTC
E08-R estA REV
GCACCCGGTACAAGCAGGA
E09-F
eltB FWD
ACGGCGTTACTATCCTCTCT
E09-R eltB REV
CTGCCATCGATTCCGTATATGA
E10-F
etpA FWD
CAGACAGCTACACCAAC
E10-R etpA REV
CGATTGAGTCGTCTCAG
E11-F
eatA FWD
CTGTAAATGGCGCTTATC
E11-R eatA REV
TTAATGTTCCCACTCCTG
E12-F
yghJ FWD
CGTCTATACCACACCGAAGAAG
E12-R yghJ REV
GTTGCTCTCCTCCAGATATTCC
E13-F
fimH FWD
ATGGGCTGGTCGGTAAATG
E13-R fimH REV
GCTGGTGGTAGGAAATGGATAG
E14-F
cfaB RT FWD
TCCGGTGTAAATGGCGTATC
E14-R cfaB RT REV
TCCTGAATAGTTTCCTGCAGTT
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Reference

[38]
[38]
[38]
[38]

[38]
[38]
[38]
[38]

CF-specific antibodies
Anti-CFA/I and anti-CS21 antibodies were generated as a fee-for-service contract with
Rockland Immunochemicals and Genscript, respectively, using purified proteins. The
purified CFA/I fimbriae was purchased from BEI Resources. Purified LngA (produced by
Genscript) is a recombinant peptide that is tagged with a 6X His tag. The amino acid
sequence for the LngA peptide is
QRAFDSRAVTDLVTNTNTVRVRMKDAYQRDGKYPDFVDPLSLTANTIKTDTSGI
PAAQLVQLGKITPDEVRNNISGDFIAIGGALTSNGAQVKKGFAIELNGLSQEQCRS
ILGQVGNNWEYVAIGTSASGSYAMTATGVDMSVAASTTVLRSLGNNGQTTLTA
DKILSTCTAQVNSITLGSR (19kDa). The His-tagged protein is 21 kDa.

Expression of ETEC colonization factors
Whole cell bacterial lysates were prepared for western blot analysis as follows: bacteria
were harvested from overnight growth on CFA agar plates or in Terrific broth static
culture into PBS, and the OD600 was used to normalize to the samples for bacterial
numbers. The normalized suspensions were then mixed 1:1 with 2x Laemmli Sample
Buffer (Bio-Rad). Proteins were separated on a 12% Mini-Protean TGX Precast Gel
(Bio-Rad) and transferred to PVDF membrane using the iBlot 2 Dry Blotting system
(Invitrogen). The membrane was blocked in a 10% (w/v) nonfat milk buffer in PBS and
incubated with absorbed polyclonal Rabbit α-CFA/I (Rockland Immunochemicals) or
polyclonal Rabbit α-LngA antibodies (Genscript). The secondary antibody was Goat αRabbit 680 nm (Invitrogen), and proteins were visualized using the LI-COR Odyssey
Laser Scanner. An identical 12% Mini-Protean TGX Precast Gel (Bio-Rad) was run with
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each Western blot and stained with GelCode Blue Stain Reagent (Thermo Scientific) to
determine the total protein in each lane. Additional Western blots of CFA agar grown and
Terrific broth grown strains were performed and stained with anti-DnaK (Invitrogen) and
Goat α-Rabbit 680 nm (Invitrogen) antibodies to confirm equal loading. Fiji (ImageJ)
was used to quantify the amount of protein (ng) expressed by each sample within
individual Western blots as compared to the protein concentration of the purified fimbrial
control [214].

Slide agglutination
Bacteria were harvested from overnight growth on CFA agar plates into PBS, and the
OD600 was used to normalize bacterial numbers. Equal volumes of bacteria and anti-CF
antibody were mixed, either with polyclonal anti-CFA/I (Rockland Immunochemicals) or
anti-LngA (Genscript) on a microscope slide, and agglutination was observed using a
light microscope. The degree of agglutination was recorded as follows [215]. A +++
reaction was an instantaneous and complete agglutination involving all bacteria, resulting
in large clumps of bacteria. A ++ reaction was an instantaneous and moderate
agglutination involving most bacteria, resulting in mid-large clumps of bacteria. Slower
or less complete agglutination was graded +, resulting in smaller clumps of bacteria. No
agglutination was graded −, indicating no clumps of bacteria.
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Electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used for visualization of colonization
factors. Bacteria grown on CFA agar were resuspended in buffer (1% BSA and 1%
Tween20 in PBS) and stained with 0.5% uranyl acetate (UA, Electron Microscopy
Sciences) on Formvar carbon coated copper grids 400 mesh (Electron Microscopy
Sciences) before examination using Tecnai T12 TEM. Immunogold labeling of CFA/I or
CS21 was performed using Formvar carbon coated nickel grids 400 mesh (Electron
Microscopy Sciences) at room temperature. Bacterial samples were incubated with
primary antibody, either rabbit anti-CFA/I (Rockland Immunochemicals) or anti-LngA
(Genscript) for 1 hr at room temperature. The secondary antibody consisted of 10 nm
gold particles conjugated to goat anti-rabbit antibody (Sigma) and samples were
incubated with it for 1 hr. The 0.5% uranyl acetate negative stain was added to grids for 1
min before visualization using TEM.

Adherence and toxin delivery
Adherence assays were performed using differentiated enteroid monolayers. TEER
readings of monolayers were measured at the start of the experiment and at each
timepoint. Monolayers were washed with DMEM and incubated with DMEM with 1 mM
IBMX (Sigma) in both apical (100 µL) and basolateral (600 µL) transwell compartments
for 10min at 37°C, 5% CO2. Bacterial inocula were prepared in DMEM by resuspending
a loopful of bacteria from CFA agar, and the OD600 was used to normalize to the samples
for bacterial numbers. The bacterial suspension was diluted to the desired bacterial
concentration (1 × 107 CFU/mL) in DMEM. For experiments with CF-specific antibodies,
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strains were incubated with CF-specific antibody for 1 hr at 37°C on a rotator, using antiCFA/I (Rockland Immunochemicals) or anti-LngA (Genscript). Then 100 µL of the
inoculum (∼1 × 106 CFU) or specific concentration of purified ST (BEI) was added to
enteroid monolayers. The infected monolayers were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for
90 min, 4 hr, or 8 hr to allow bacterial adherence to enteroid monolayers. Following
adherence, the media from apical and basolateral compartments were collected for cGMP
or cytokine analysis. Monolayers were lysed with 1% Triton X-100 with 0.1M HCl to
collect intracellular cGMP. Lysates and supernatants were centrifuged at 13,000xg for 5
min at room temperature to remove cell debris. Supernatants for cGMP analysis were
then acidified with 12N HCl (1:100) to inactivate phosphodiesterase activity. To isolate
adherent bacteria, remaining monolayers were washed with PBS three times on the plate
shaker at 550 RPM at room temperature for 5 minutes and lysed using 1% Triton X-100
by gentle scraping and incubation at room temperature for 20 min. Serial dilutions were
plated in quadruplicate on LB agar and incubated overnight at 37°C. The percentage of
CFU recovery was determined as follows: adherent bacteria/bacterial inoculum × 100%.
For CF-antibody adherence inhibition studies, the percentage of bacterial binding
inhibition was calculated using the average of wildtype bacteria enumerated as 100%
binding as follows: 100% − ((no. of bacteria incubated with CF-specific antibody/no. of
wildtype bacteria) × 100%) [107].

ST production
ST production was quantified as described previously with modifications [20]. Wildtype
ETEC CVD30 and H10407 strains were harvested from overnight growth on CFA agar,
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and the OD600 was used to normalize to the samples for bacterial numbers. The bacterial
cultures were resuspended in DMEM at 1x107 cell/mL, and incubated at 37°C with 5%
CO2 for 8 hrs. The culture was centrifuged, and supernatant was aliquoted and frozen at 80°C until assayed for ST production using the cyclic nucleotide cGMP ELISA (Direct
cGMP ELISA kit, Enzo Life Sciences). Human T84 colonic epithelial cells were cultured
in DMEM-F-12 and seeded onto 24-well plates (Corning) at 5x105 cells/well. Monolayers
were washed with media and incubated with 1mM IBMX (Sigma) for 30 min at 37°C,
5% CO2. 200 µL of supernatant, 200 µL of purified 1nM ST (BEI), or 200 µL media was
added to monolayers and incubated for 8 hrs. Supernatants were collected and cell
monolayers were lysed with 1% Triton X-100 with 0.1M HCl to collect intracellular
cGMP. Lysates and supernatants were centrifuged at 13,000xg for 5 min at room
temperature to remove cell debris. Supernatants for cGMP analysis were then acidified
with HCl (1:100) to inactivate phosphodiesterase activity.

Cyclic nucleotide ELISA
Cell lysates and supernatants isolated from enteroid adherence assays and T84 ST
production assays were used to measure cGMP using the cGMP ELISA. Well absorbance
at 405nm was recorded on a Versamax microplate reader. For enteroid assays, total
cGMP concentrations were calculated to absolute quantities based on the fixed volume of
the enteroid lysate (200 µL) as well as in the apical (200 µL) and basolateral (600 µL)
transwell compartments for a final concentration of cGMP in fmol/monolayer. For T84
assays, total cGMP concentrations were calculated to absolute quantities based on the
lysate volume (500 µL) for a final concentration of cGMP in fmol. To calculate ST
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production in ETEC strains, background cGMP levels were subtracted from cGMP levels
induced in all conditions. The amount of ST (nM) produced by the ETEC isolates was
calculated relative to the amount of cGMP produced by the 1nM purified ST positive
control. The amount of ST (ng) was calculated using the molecular weight of ST.

Confocal microscopy
Enteroid monolayers were fixed using cold 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 hr or cold
Clarke’s fixative (cold 1:1 methanol/acetic acid) for 10 min at room temperature and then
washed three times with DPBS. Monolayers were permeabilized and blocked in a single
step using PBS containing 2% bovine serum albumin (BSA), 15% fetal bovine serum
(FBS), and 0.1% saponin for 1 hr at room temperature. Immunostaining was performed
with the following antibodies, typically for 1 hr at room temperature or 4°C overnight:
anti-EpCAM (rabbit monoclonal, 1:10, Abcam), anti-CFA/I (rabbit polyclonal, 1:10,
Rockland Immunochemicals), anti-LngA (rabbit polyclonal, 1:10, Genscript), anti-NHE3
(rabbit polyclonal, 1:10, Novus Biologicals), anti-MUC2 (rabbit monoclonal, 1:10,
Invitrogen), anti-Lysozyme (rabbit polyclonal, 1:10, Invitrogen), and/or anti-ChgA
(rabbit polyclonal, 1:10, Novus Biologicals). All primary antibody dilutions were made in
PBS containing 2% BSA. The monolayers were then washed three times with PBS and
incubated with Hoescht 33342 solution and Alexa Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies
(wheat germ agglutinin (WGA, Invitrogen) and F-actin (Phalloidin, Invitrogen)), diluted
in PBS, for 1 hr at room temperature. The monolayers were washed three times and
removed from the transwell by carefully cutting along the edges using a scalpel. The
monolayers were mounted in Prolong gold antifade mountant (Invitrogen) overnight at
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room temperature. Imaging was carried out at the Confocal Microscopy Core at the
University of Maryland, Baltimore, using a Nikon W1 spinning-disk confocal
microscope. Images were captured using a 40X and 60X oil objective. Image processing
was completed using Fiji (ImageJ) [214].

Protein expression in enteroids
Enteroid monolayers were washed with PBS twice and then harvested in
radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) lysis buffer (Pierce) supplemented with 1x Halt
protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Scientific) and 1x EDTA (Thermo Scientific). The
lysates were freeze-thawed once in liquid nitrogen and then incubated at 4°C with endover-end rotation for 2 hr. The lysates were centrifuged at 13,000 RPM for 15 min at 4°C
to pellet cellular debris. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube. Protein
quantitation was carried out using the Bio-Rad DC protein assay kit (Bio-Rad), according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. Lysates were further solubilized in 2x Laemmli Sample
Buffer (0.125 M Tris pH 6.8, 4% SDS, 20% Glycerol, 0.2% Bromophenol Blue, 10% βmercaptoethanol). Proteins were separated on a 12% Mini-Protean TGX Precast Gel
(Bio-Rad) before being transferred to a PVDF membrane using the iBlot 2 Dry Blotting
system (Invitrogen). The membrane was blocked in a 10% (w/v) nonfat milk buffer in
PBS. Primary antibody incubations were carried out either overnight at 4°C or for 1 hr at
room temperature. Antibodies used were anti-MUC2 antibody (1:1000, Abcam), antiNHE3 antibody (Novus Biologicals), or anti-β-actin (1:5000, Invitrogen) diluted in 10%
nonfat milk in PBS. The membrane was washed 3 times with PBS-Tween (0.1%) for 10
min each and then incubated with Alexa Fluor 680-conjugated secondary antibody
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(Thermo Fisher) for 1 hr. Membranes were washed 3 times with PBS-Tween (0.1%) for
10 min each and imaged using a Li-Cor Odyssey imaging system.

Cytokine ELISA
The supernatants from apical and basolateral compartments of the enteroid monolayers
were collected for cytokine analysis using a DuoSet enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) kit for human IL-8, TNF-α, and CXCL5 (R&D Systems). The ELISA was
performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The amount of cytokine is reported
as picograms contained in the total volume of the culture supernatant present in the apical
(200 µL) and basolateral (600 µL) compartments of the enteroid monolayers at 8 hr post
infection.

RT-qPCR
ETEC were grown from frozen stocks on CFA agar or in Terrific broth static overnight.
The cultures were normalized to an OD600 of 1.0. One mL of each culture was sampled
for total RNA isolation. Bacterial pellets were resuspended in TriPure Isolation Reagent
(Roche Life Sciences), extracted with chloroform and precipitated with isopropanol. Each
RNA pellet was resuspended in nuclease-free water (Thermo Fisher Scientific) plus 1 µL
of RNase Out (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Contaminating DNA was removed from the
total RNA sample using the Turbo DNA-free kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and the
absence of contaminating DNA was confirmed by endpoint PCR of rpoA. cDNA was
generated using the qScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Quantabio). qPCR primer sequences
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(Table 2) were generated using the NCBI primer design tool. Each gene was analyzed in
triplicate from three biological replicate samples using FastStart Universal SYBR Green
Master Mix (Rox) (Roche Life Sciences). The housekeeping gene rpoA [216] was used to
normalize across samples. The fold change of each transcript was calculated using a
ΔΔCt analysis [217]: the Ct value recorded for each ETEC sample was subtracted from
the average Ct value of the rpoA replicates to give the normalized ΔCt value. ETEC
H10407 was used as the control sample and the triplicate ΔCt values from each
individual gene detected were averaged to give an average control value. Then, the
average control value was subtracted from the ΔCt value of each replicate sample to give
the ΔΔCt value for each replicate sample. The fold change in each sample was then
calculated as 2−ΔΔCt and the average fold change from triplicate wells was then calculated
from these values which allowed for comparison of relative transcript quantity.

Bioinformatics analyses
Differences in gene content between ETEC H10407, CVD19, and CVD30 were
identified using BLASTN large-scale BLAST score ratio (LS-BSR) analysis as
previously described [20]. The protein-coding genes of each genome were assigned to
gene clusters with 90% nucleotide identity and 90% alignment length using CD-HIT v.
4.6.7. Gene clusters identified with a BSR of 0.8 were considered to represent significant
similarity while gene clusters with a BSR of 0.4 were considered absent. Raw data from
these analyses are in the Appendix.
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Statistical analyses
Statistical significance was determined using two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t test. For
multiple comparisons, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used with a Tukey’s or
Bonferroni posttest to determine statistical differences within specific groups, as noted in
figure legends. Each dot in the figures represents data collected from an individual
monolayer. Replicates from multiple independent experiments were pooled. The number
of independent experiments pooled for each figure is reported in the figure legends.
GraphPad Prism software was used for all statistical analyses.
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Chapter III: The role of CFA/I in adherence and toxin delivery by ETEC expressing
multiple colonization factors CFA/I and CS21 in the human enteroid model
This chapter is from the manuscript: Smith EM, Grassel CL, Papadimas A, Foulke-Abel
J, and Barry EM. 2022. The role of CFA/I in adherence and toxin delivery by ETEC
expressing multiple colonization factors in the human enteroid model. PLOS Neglected
Tropical Diseases (accepted).
Specific Aim
Determine the contribution of individual versus multiple CFs to adherence and toxin
delivery and determine if multiple CFs contribute to immune evasion in the human
enteroid model.
Rationale
Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) is a primary causative agent of diarrhea in travelers and
in young children in low-to-middle income countries (LMICs), where it causes ~75
million diarrheal episodes and 370,000 estimated deaths per year in children [3, 4, 218220]. ETEC adhere to the intestinal epithelium using colonization factors (CFs) that are
surface-expressed fimbrial, fibrillar, or non-fimbrial structures and subsequently secrete
heat-stable toxin (ST) and/or heat-labile toxin (LT), leading to disruption of cyclic
nucleotide production and ion transporter expression and function and resulting in watery
diarrhea [6, 8, 79, 221]. The Global Enteric Multicenter Study (GEMS) determined that
ST-only and ST-LT-expressing ETEC were significantly associated with moderate-tosevere diarrhea (MSD) [3, 9]. These thesis studies investigate ST-expressing ETEC in the
human enteroid model. Intestinal cell intoxication by ST results in the increased
production of cGMP intracellularly, as well as the polarized secretion of cGMP in the
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apical and, at a higher level, in the basolateral compartment using polarized transformed
cell lines and the human enteroid model [71, 101]. In addition to CFs, ETEC also express
other virulence factors, including EatA and EtpA, that contribute to pathogenesis and
disease [44, 45, 49, 51, 143].

Over 30 different types of antigenically distinct CFs have been identified in ETEC, and
individual ETEC isolates can harbor single or multiple CF genes. The GEMS study
identified the CFs most prevalently associated with isolates causing MSD including
CFA/I and coli surface (CS) antigens CS1-CS6, which are considered major CFs [9].
CFA/I is a class 5 fimbriae encoded by a 4-gene operon and composed of repeating major
structural subunit proteins (CfaB) that support one or a few CfaE subunits at the tip of the
fimbriae (Figure 1.2). Assembled by the chaperone-usher pathway, CFA/I extends from
the bacteria in a peritrichous manner, creating hair-like projections across the surface.
CFA/I is one of the most well studied CFs; it has been demonstrated to be important for
pathogenesis in human clinical trials as well as in laboratory-based studies and is
included as a target in multiple vaccine strategies [16, 21-24].

CS21 is a minor CF with limited data to support its contribution to ETEC-mediated
diarrheal disease, despite laboratory data demonstrating a role in attachment to
transformed cell lines [9, 25-28]. CS21, or Longus, is characterized by its laterally
aggregated filaments that form a bundle of striking length over 20 μm [29]. In contrast to
CFA/I, CS21 filaments extend from the cell surface in a unipolar manner [29]. CS21
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shares homology to the type IV pilus, is encoded by a 14 gene cluster, and is primarily
comprised of the major structural subunit LngA (Figure 1.2) [30, 31, 33]. CS21 is
frequently encoded in ETEC strains in combination with other major CFs. In the GEMS
study, 20% of ETEC strains encoded CS21 (307/1517), including those isolated from
cases (205) and controls (102). Specifically, CS21 is commonly encoded by isolates also
harboring CFA/I; in the GEMS study, 78% (109/139) of CFA/I-encoding strains also
encoded CS21, including those isolated from cases (91) and controls (17) [9]. This
finding promoted inquiry of the potential role of CS21, particularly in a strain with
multiple CFs, and for its inclusion as a vaccine antigen. Little is known about the impact
of multiple CFs on ETEC adherence and toxin delivery. Simultaneous expression of
multiple CFs has been observed in clinical isolates with other major CFs, such as with
CS3 or CS6 [10, 41]; however, extensive expression and functional studies have not been
performed using isolates encoding combinations of CFs, particularly none with the
combination CFA/I and CS21. We hypothesized that expression of CFA/I and CS21
confers increased adherence, toxin delivery, as well as immune evasion and that the
human enteroid model would be valuable for these studies.

Previously, ETEC adherence has been studied using transformed cell lines and animal
models, which lack several aspects of human disease [19]. Recent studies have
incorporated the human enteroid model to understand ETEC pathogenesis [47, 74, 155,
222]. The included thesis studies also take advantage of the human enteroid model to
study CF-specific roles in ETEC pathogenesis. Enteroids are derived from Lgr5+ stem
cells, isolated from small intestinal crypts of healthy human donors, which can be
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differentiated to include multiple intestinal cell types, including goblet, Paneth,
enteroendocrine, and epithelial cells [130, 223]. With these specialized cell types,
enteroids recapitulate the many of the major functions of human intestine. They are
seeded as monolayers on transwells, which allow apical infection to understand
gastrointestinal physiology and pathogenic mechanisms of a variety of microbes [71, 92,
132]. Enteroids have recently been used to demonstrate a role for other virulence factors,
including EatA and EtpA, in ETEC adherence as well as toxin delivery [47, 74, 143]. The
direct relevance to human biology, application to the study of host-pathogen interactions,
and feasibility of use in tissue culture allow the human enteroid to serve as an invaluable
and sensitive tool to study CF-specific roles during ETEC pathogenesis. This model also
allows the evaluation of the blocking capacity of anti-CF antibodies. The potential
efficacy of ETEC vaccines designed to induce CF-specific colonization-blocking
antibodies is supported by clinical studies that show the protective effects of
administration of CF-specific antibody against WT challenge [11, 17, 21]. Also, CFspecific antibodies, such as those against CFA/I or CS21, are detected following natural
infection [9, 36, 224]. There is currently no licensed ETEC vaccine but multiple
strategies under development focus on major CFs [22, 162, 164, 169, 172]. However,
designing a vaccine with broad coverage poses challenges due to regional differences in
the diversity and prevalence of ETEC serotypes, CFs, and other important antigens [157].

These thesis studies address the question of whether inclusion of minor CFs in an ETEC
vaccine contribute to broad protection against ETEC isolates. Our findings underscore the
role of CFA/I in ETEC adherence across global CFA/I-CS21 ETEC isolates and support
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vaccine strategies that target major CFs. This work further highlights the use of the
human enteroid model for evaluation of adhesion-blocking anti-CF antibodies.

Results
Differential expression of CfaB and LngA by growth condition in wildtype clinical
isolates and mutant derivative strains
ETEC clinical isolates were studied to understand CFA/I and CS21 expression in
different growth conditions. ETEC H10407 is a well-studied clinical isolate from the
1970s that has been shown to cause severe disease in volunteers [209]. ETEC CVD30 is a
recent isolate identified in the GEMS study [9, 20]. Both strains contain the genes
encoding CFA/I while CVD30 harbors genes encoding CS21 as well. Both ETEC
H10407 and CVD30 harbor genes encoding STh. ETEC E9034A is the most frequently
studied CS21-expressing strain and also encodes STh. The literature supports differing
levels of CF expression depending on growth media [25, 215]. Using western blot
analysis, expression of CfaB, the major subunit of CFA/I, was observed at 15kDa in
whole cell lysates of both ETEC CVD30 and H10407 when grown on CFA agar and in
Terrific broth (Figure 3.1). Both strains expressed higher levels of CFA/I when grown on
CFA agar compared to growth in Terrific broth, supporting the use of CFA agar for
optimal expression of CFA/I [215]. In both growth conditions, ETEC CVD30 expressed
more CFA/I than H10407. LngA, the major subunit of CS21, was observed at 19kDa in
whole cell lysates of ETEC CVD30 and E9034A grown in either CFA agar and in
Terrific broth (Figure 3.1). LngA expression by ETEC CVD30 was at similar levels
following growth on each media. This is in contrast to ETEC E9034A, which expressed
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more LngA following growth in Terrific broth than when grown on CFA agar, as
previously reported [25]. These data demonstrate growth condition- and strain-specific
CF expression and confirm that ETEC strains can express CfaB and LngA
simultaneously in both growth conditions tested.
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Figure 3.1: Expression of CfaB and LngA by ETEC strains grown in CFA agar or
Terrific broth.
ETEC strains were grown on CFA agar (A, C, E top) or in Terrific broth overnight static
culture (B, D, E bottom). Whole cell bacterial lysates were probed with anti-CFA/I (A
and B), anti-LngA antibodies (C and D), or anti-DnaK antibodies (E). Panels A and B:
ladder (L); lane 1, purified CFA/I (500ng); lane 2, CVD30; lane 3, CVD30∆cfaB; lane 4,
CVD30∆lngA; lane 5, CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA; lane 6, CVD30∆cfaB(pGA2-CFA/I); lane 7,
CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA(pGA2-CFA/I); lane 8, H10407; and lane 9, H10407Kan. The CfaB
in the purified CFA/I positive control migrated faster than CfaB from the whole cell
lysate, likely due to a component in the whole cell lysate that impedes migration, since a
band is observed similar to that of the whole cell lysate when purified CFA/I is mixed
with a whole cell lysate (data not shown). Panels C and D: ladder (L); lane 1, purified
LngA (300ng); lane 2, CVD30; lane 3, CVD30∆cfaB; lane 4, CVD30∆lngA; lane 5,
CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA; lane 6, CVD30∆cfaB(pGA2-CFA/I); lane 7,
CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA(pGA2-CFA/I); and lane 8, E9034A. The purified LngA peptide
control has a 6XHis tag linked to it, resulting in a band observed around 21kDa. Arrow
indicates band size for LngA. Protein concentrations of CFs (ng) were determined using
densitometry as described in methods. Panel E: ladder (L); lane 1, CVD30; lane 2,
CVD30∆cfaB; lane 3, CVD30∆lngA; lane 4, CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA; lane 5,
CVD30∆cfaB(pGA2-CFA/I); lane 6, CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA(pGA2-CFA/I); lane 7, H10407;
lane 8, H10407Kan; and lane 9, E9034A.
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A series of mutant strains derived from ETEC CVD30 were engineered with deletions in
cfaB, lngA, or both cfaB and lngA genes. The CFA agar and Terrific broth growth
conditions were used to confirm the lack of subunit expression in all derivative mutant
strains by western blot (Figure 3.1). CFA/I expression was restored in mutant strains
following complementation with pGA2-CFA/I, one that expressed the CFA/I operon,
which drives high level expression of CFA/I (Figure 3.1).

Simultaneous surface production of CFA/I and CS21 in wildtype and mutant derivative
strains
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to visualize surface production of
CFA/I and CS21 using negative staining and immunogold labeling. Strains were grown
on CFA agar, and CF-specific production was detected using anti-CFA/I and anti-CS21
antibodies. In agreement with western blot findings, both CFA/I and CS21 fimbriae were
observed on ETEC CVD30, while only CFA/I was observed on ETEC H10407 and only
CS21 was observed on ETEC E9034A (Figure 3.2). As reported previously, CS21 was
observed to be a long bundle-forming pilus which was in contrast to the peritrichous hairlike projections of CFA/I [29, 54]. CFA/I surface production was not observed in the
ETEC CFA/I-deficient mutant strains H10407Kan, CVD30∆cfaB, and
CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA (Figure 3.2, 3.3). CS21 pili were not observed on the ETEC
CVD30∆lngA and CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA strains (Figure 3.3). In addition, CFA/I production
was restored in the complemented mutant strains ETEC CVD30∆cfaB(pGA2-CFA/I) and
CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA(pGA2-CFA/I), visualized as high-level ectopic production of CFA/I
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(Figure 3.3). These data provide further support of the simultaneous surface production of
CFA/I and CS21 in ETEC CVD30 grown on CFA agar.
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Figure 3.2: Production of CFA/I and CS21 on wildtype ETEC strains using immunogold
electron microscopy.
Bacteria and CFs were visualized by TEM following immunogold staining with CFspecific antibodies. Wildtype strain CVD30 (A, B) was stained with anti-CFA/I
antibodies (A) or anti-CS21 antibodies (B). Wildtype strain H10407 (C) and CFA/Ideficient strain H10407Kan (D) were stained with anti-CFA/I antibodies. Wildtype strain
E9034A was stained with anti-CS21 antibodies (E, F). All strains were grown on CFA
agar. Scale bar size indicated in μM. The insets in panels A and B show the whole
bacterium producing the CF of interest covered with gold particles. The inset in panel F
shows a lower magnification of the CS21 pili expressed by E9034A covered with gold
particles.
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Figure 3.3: CFA/I and CS21 production in wildtype CVD30 and derivative mutant
strains using negative staining.
ETEC strains grown on CFA agar were stained with uranyl acetate and visualized using
TEM. Strains are as follows: Wildtype strain CVD30 (A); CVD30∆cfaB (B);
CVD30∆lngA (C); CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA (D); CVD30∆cfaB(pGA2-CFA/I) (E); and
CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA(pGA2-CFA/I) (F). All strains were grown on CFA agar. Scale bar
size indicated in μM.
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Agglutination studies were also performed to study the surface expression of specific
CFs. Strains were grown on CFA agar, resuspended in PBS, and mixed in equal volumes
with anti-CFA/I or anti-CS21 antibodies. ETEC H10407 agglutinated with anti-CFA/I, as
shown previously [54], while ETEC CVD30 agglutinated with anti-CFA/I and anti-CS21
antibodies (Table 3.1). ETEC E9034A agglutinated with anti-CS21 antibodies, as shown
previously [29]. In agreement with the western blot studies demonstrating increased CfaB
expression by ETEC CVD30 compared to ETEC H10407, ETEC CVD30 agglutinated
with anti-CFA/I antibodies at an increased level compared to ETEC H10407.
Agglutination with anti-CFA/I was not observed with the ETEC CVD30∆cfaB or the
CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA strains, further confirming the loss of CFA/I. Agglutination with
anti-CFA/I was restored and resulted in agglutination at a higher level with the
complemented derivatives of those mutant strains. Agglutination with anti-CS21 was not
observed with the ETEC CVD30∆lngA and CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA strains, further
confirming the loss of CS21 (Table 3.1). These results support data from western blot and
electron microscopy studies and establish the differential expression of CFA/I and CS21
by the wildtype and mutant derivative strains.
Table 3.1: Slide agglutination to detect CF surface expression
Strain
Agglutination with
Agglutination with
anti-CFA/I
anti-CS21
H10407
+
−
CVD30
++
++
CVD30ΔcfaB
−
+
CVD30ΔcfaB(pGA2+++
+
CFA/I)
CVD30ΔlngA
++
−
CVD30ΔcfaBΔlngA
−
−
CVD30ΔcfaBΔlngA
+++
−
(pGA2-CFA/I)
E9034A
−
+
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− No agglutination
+ Low level of agglutination with small clumping of bacteria
++ Moderate level of agglutination with mid-large clumping of bacteria
+++ Highest level of agglutination with large clumping of bacteria

Role of CFA/I in adherence to human enteroid monolayers by ETEC expressing CFA/I
and CS21
A multitude of epidemiological, laboratory and clinical data demonstrate that CFA/I is
important for ETEC pathogenesis and disease [8, 22]. However, data supporting a direct
role for CS21 is unclear. While epidemiological data suggests that CS21-only expressing
ETEC are not significantly associated with diarrheal disease [9], previous studies have
demonstrated that CS21 is important for adherence to transformed intestinal cell
monolayers [25-28]. The high frequency (78%) of CS21 encoded by CFA/I-expressing
strains in GEMS leads to questions about the combined role of these two CFs. The
contribution of CFA/I and/or CS21 to adherence was assessed using the human enteroid
model. Human ileal enteroid monolayers (35I) were differentiated to include specialized
intestinal cell subtypes, which were visualized by confocal microscopy. Glycosylation
epitopes on the brush border and glycosylated proteins present on lateral membranes
were visualized by staining for wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) and epithelial cell
adhesion molecule (EpCAM), respectively (Figure 3.4). Mucus-expressing goblet cells
(MUC2), chromogranin A-expressing enteroendocrine cells (ChgA), lysozyme-producing
Paneth cells (Lys), and cells expressing the ion transporter NHE3 were observed (Figure
3.4). The wildtype clinical strains ETEC H10407 and CVD30 as well as the CVD30
derivative mutant strains were grown on CFA agar for simultaneous expression of CFA/I
and CS21 (Figure 3.1-3.3) and adherence was evaluated over time following apical
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infection of enteroid monolayers (35I) (Figure 3.5). CFA/I-expressing wildtype strains
ETEC CVD30 and H10407 demonstrated a time-dependent increase in adherence and, at
4 and 8 hrs post infection, adhered at significantly higher levels than their respective
CFA/I-deficient mutant strains (Figure 3.5). No significant difference in adherence was
observed between ETEC H10407 and CVD30 to the enteroid monolayer at each
timepoint (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Human ileal enteroids include specialized intestinal cell subtypes.
Enteroid (35I) monolayers were fixed and stained with Hoescht for nuclei in all panels.
Monolayers were stained with antibodies against mucin (MUC2) for goblet cells,
epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) for lateral membranes, and wheat germ
agglutinin (WGA) for brush border (A). Monolayers were stained with antibody against
chromogranin A (ChgA) for enteroendocrine cells (B). Monolayers were stained with
antibodies against lysozyme (Lys) for Paneth cells (C). Monolayers were stained with
antibodies against the NHE3 ion transporter (D). Confocal microscopy was used to
visualize XY and XZ projections.
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Figure 3.5: CFA/I mediates adherence by CFA/I-CS21 ETEC to human ileal enteroid
monolayers.
Differentiated ileal enteroid (35I) monolayers were infected with wildtype ETEC strains
or their respective CFA/I-deficient derivative strains for 90 min, 4 hrs, and 8 hrs (A) or
infected with wildtype ETEC CVD30 or the respective CFA/I- and CS21-deficient strains
for 4 hrs (B). Monolayers were washed and lysed to quantify adherent bacteria expressed
as % of initial inoculum (CFU recovery). Data presented are pooled from nine
independent experiments (A) or two independent experiments (B). Each dot represents
data collected from an individual monolayer. Results were confirmed in two additional
ileal lines and one jejunal line. Error bars indicate standard deviations from the means.
The asterisks above the bars indicate statistically significant differences determined using
two-way ANOVA (A) or one-way ANOVA (B) with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison
test. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001; ****, p<0.0001. Monolayers were infected
with wildtype CVD30 for 4 hrs, stained with anti-CFA/I (C) or anti-CS21 antibodies (D),
and visualized by confocal microscopy (XZ projections). Growth behavior of ETEC
strains CVD30 and complemented mutants CVD30∆cfaB(pGA2-CFA/I) and
CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA(pGA2-CFA/I) was assessed at 37°C with shaking in DMEM (E) or
LB broth (F). Growth was monitored every 30 min by measuring OD600.
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Using these established parameters, the roles of CS21 with CFA/I in adherence were
investigated using wildtype ETEC CVD30 and its derivative mutant strains. At 4 hrs post
infection, ETEC CVD30∆cfaB adhered significantly less (p<0.0001) than the wildtype
strain while CVD30∆lngA adhered at similar levels. The double mutant ETEC
CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA also adhered significantly less (p<0.001) than the wildtype ETEC
CVD30 strain which was similar to the decreased adherence of ETEC CVD30∆cfaB,
supporting the primary role of CFA/I in the adherence of ETEC CVD30 to the human
enteroid. Complementation of ETEC CVD30∆cfaB and CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA with pGA2CFA/I resulted in restored adherence that was increased but not significant compared to
mutant strains while not reaching WT levels (Figure 3.5). It was noted that the
complemented strains grew more slowly, likely due to the metabolic burden of the highlevel CFA/I expression (Figure 3.3). The observed increased CFA/I expression by the
complemented mutants (Table 3.1, Figure 3.3) may result in hyper-agglutination of the
bacteria and account for the reduced attachment to the monolayer. The complemented
mutants exhibited slightly lower growth in DMEM but substantially lower growth in LB
broth compared to the wildtype CVD30 strain (Figure 3.5). Adherence to enteroid
monolayers by ETEC CVD30 was visualized by confocal microscopy, and CFA/I and
CS21 expression was observed during infection at 4 hrs (Figure 3.5). The adherence data
were confirmed using two additional ileal and jejunal enteroid lines derived from other
individuals (Figure 3.6). These adherence observations were not blood type specific, as
all blood types are represented by the enteroid lines used. The use of these four enteroid
lines supports the power of the enteroid model to confirm the role of CFs in attachment in
genetically diverse individuals.
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Figure 3.6: CFA/I mediates adherence by CFA/I-CS21 ETEC to additional ileal and
jejunal human enteroid monolayers.
Differentiated jejunal and ileal enteroid monolayers 46I (A), 34I (B), and J2 (C) were
infected with wildtype ETEC strain CVD30 or the CF-deficient mutant strains for 4hrs.
Monolayers were washed and lysed to quantify adherent bacteria as % of initial inoculum
(CFU recovery). Data presented are pooled from four independent experiments (A, B)
and two independent experiments (C). Each dot represents data collected from an
individual monolayer. Error bars indicate standard deviations from the means. The
asterisks above the bars indicate statistically significant differences determined using
one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01;
***, p<0.001; ****, p<0.0001. No significance was detected in panel C.
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The role of anti-CFA/I and anti-CS21 antibodies in adherence inhibition of CFA/I-CS21
ETEC to human enteroid monolayers
The demonstration that anti-CF responses decreased diarrheal disease in human challenge
studies has supported vaccine development efforts that target CFs [17, 22]. We quantified
the adherence-blocking ability of CFA/I- and LngA-specific antibodies against wildtype
strain ETEC CVD30 expressing both CFA/I and CS21. Strains grown on CFA agar were
incubated with either anti-CFA/I or anti-LngA antibody and used to infect human
enteroid monolayers for 4 hrs. Anti-CFA/I antibody inhibited adherence of CVD30 by
88% compared to the wildtype strain alone (Figure 3.7). In contrast, anti-LngA antibody
did not significantly decrease adherence by CVD30 (Figure 3.7). The importance of the
CFA/I-blocking antibody was further demonstrated with wildtype strain H10407, in
which adherence was decreased 79% (Figure 3.7). Interestingly, E9034A adherence was
not inhibited in the presence of anti-LngA antibody, which contrasts with CS21
adherence studies performed in cell culture models [25-28] (Figure 3.7). These data were
confirmed using a jejunal line (J2) derived from another individual (Figure 3.8). Control
normal rabbit serum did not inhibit adherence by CVD30 (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.7: Anti-CFA/I antibodies but not anti-CS21 antibodies inhibit adherence to
human ileal enteroid monolayers by ETEC strains expressing CFA/I and CS21.
Differentiated ileal enteroid (35I) monolayers were infected with wildtype ETEC strains
CVD30 or H10407 (A) or seven different strains (102568, 200332, 302005, 401248,
600609, 702375, and 10002a) from other geographical regions (C – I) for 4 hrs with or
without pre-incubation with anti-CFA/I or anti-LngA antibodies. Monolayers were
washed and lysed to quantify adherent bacteria expressed as % of initial inoculum (CFU
recovery). Data presented are pooled from ten independent experiments (A) or two
independent experiments each (C – I). Each dot represents data collected from an
individual monolayer. Results in A were confirmed in a jejunal enteroid line (J2). Error
bars indicate standard deviations from the means. The asterisks above the bars indicate
statistically significant differences determined using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s
multiple-comparison test. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001; ****, p<0.0001. (B)
ETEC strains were grown on CFA agar, and whole cell bacterial lysates were probed
with anti-CFA/I (top) or anti-LngA (bottom). Ladder (L); lane 1, purified protein (CFA/I
500ng (top), LngA 300ng (bottom)); lane 2, CVD30; lane 3, 100386; lane 4, 102658; lane
5, 200332; lane 6, 204033; lane 7, 300202; lane 8, 302005; lane 9, 401248; lane 10,
600609; lane 11, 702213; and lane 12, 702375. Purified CFA/I results in a CfaB band that
migrates faster than that in whole cell lysates. Purified LngA is tagged by a 6X His tag
(21kDa) while LngA in whole cell lysates result in a band at 19kDa.
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Figure 3.8: The inhibition of CFA/I-CS21 ETEC adherence to an additional enteroid
monolayer by CFA/I-specific, but not CS21-specific, antibodies.
Differentiated jejunal enteroid (J2) monolayers were infected with wildtype ETEC strain
CVD30 for 4 hrs with or without pre-incubation with anti-CFA/I or anti-LngA antibody.
Monolayers were washed and lysed to quantify adherent bacteria expressed as % of
initial inoculum (CFU recovery). Data presented are pooled from two independent
experiments. Each dot represents data collected from an individual monolayer. Error bars
indicate standard deviations from the means. The asterisks above the bars indicate
statistically significant differences determined using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s
multiple-comparison test. ***, p<0.001.
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Figure 3.9: The lack of adherence inhibition by normal rabbit sera.
Differentiated ileal enteroid (35I) monolayers were infected with wildtype ETEC strain
CVD30 for 4 hrs with or without pre-incubation with normal rabbit sera. Monolayers
were washed and lysed to quantify adherent bacteria expressed as % of initial inoculum
(CFU recovery). Each dot represents data collected from an individual monolayer. Error
bars indicate standard deviations from the means. Statistically significant differences
were calculated using unpaired t-test.
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CFA/I-CS21 expressing ETEC strains were isolated from children with cases of MSD
from all geographic sites surveyed in GEMS and other epidemiological studies [3, 212].
A set of geographically diverse isolates, two from different countries in Asia
(Bangladesh, Pakistan), four from different countries in Africa (The Gambia, Mali,
Mozambique, Kenya) and one from a country in South America (Chile), were assessed to
further understand the global significance of CFA/I and CS21 on adherence in addition to
the studies with ETEC CVD30 isolated from Asia (India). All isolates were grown on
CFA agar and expression of CFA/I and CS21 was demonstrated by western blot (Figure
3.7). Seven specific global ETEC isolates were then pre-incubated with anti-CFA/I or
anti-LngA antibodies and used to infect human enteroid monolayers for 4 hrs. Incubation
with anti-CFA/I antibody caused a significant decrease in adherence by all six global
isolates 102568, 200332, 302005, 401278, 600609, 702375, and 10002a by 94%, 89%,
90%, 88%, 78%, 85%, and 78%, respectively, while incubation with anti-LngA antibody
did not affect adherence (Figure 3.7), thus underscoring the impact of targeting CFA/I
with strains with multiple CFs across diverse geographical regions.

The role of multiple CFs in the CS21-expressing strain E9034A
The ETEC strain E9034A expresses CS21 as evidenced by western blotting and
immunoelectron microscopy and adheres to enteroid monolayers (Figure 3.1, 3.2, 3.7).
ETEC E9034A has been widely used as a classical CS21-expressing strain in various
studies investigating LngA-mediated pathogenesis [25-28, 225]. However, these studies
did not report that ETEC E9034A also expresses CS3 nor was CS3 considered during the
assessment of adherence by this strain [210]. Our studies demonstrated that ETEC
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E9034A does not adhere to enteroid monolayers in a CS21-dependent manner (Figure
3.7). The role of CS3 in E9034A in adherence was investigated using a CS3-deficient
mutant strain of E9034A (Table 2.1). The ETEC strains E9034A and E9034ADCS3
grown on CFA agar were used to infect human enteroid monolayers for 4 hrs. CS3mediated adherence was observed as the CS3-deficient strain adhered significantly less
than the wildtype strain (Figure 3.10). These data suggest the CS3 plays a role in
adherence by E9034A and may affect the ability to observe CS21-mediated adherence
when CS3 is present.
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Figure 3.10: The CS3-mediated adherence of ETEC E9034A following infection of
human ileal enteroid monolayers.
Differentiated ileal enteroid (35I) monolayers were infected with wildtype ETEC strain
E9034A or CS3-deficient strain E9034ADCS3 for 4 hrs. Monolayers were washed and
lysed to quantify adherent bacteria expressed as % of initial inoculum (CFU recovery).
Data presented are pooled from 2 independent experiments. Each dot represents data
collected from an individual monolayer. Error bars indicate standard deviations from the
means. The asterisks above the bars indicate statistically significant differences
determined using an unpaired t-test. **, p<0.01.
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Investigation of the role of CFA/I and CS21 in ST delivery and polarized cGMP secretion
in human enteroid monolayers
Multiple studies using transformed cell lines including T84 or Caco-2 have demonstrated
cGMP production following treatment with purified ST or infection with ETEC [47, 74,
79, 101, 226]. Recent studies using human enteroids demonstrated differential
localization and secretion of cGMP between enteroids and cell lines [74]. Enteroids
retained less intracellular cGMP than transformed cell lines and secreted higher levels in
the basolateral than apical compartments. This marks an interesting difference from data
previously generated in transformed cell lines and supports the physiological implications
of the enteroid model.

We first tested a dilution series of purified ST incubated with ileal enteroid monolayers
and demonstrated dose-dependent cGMP production in the intracellular, apical, and
basolateral compartments (Figure 3.11). At 8 hrs post incubation with ST, the cGMP
levels were highest in the basolateral compartment as compared to the apical and
intracellular compartments in accordance with previous toxin studies in the enteroid
model [71]. We next demonstrated that infection with CVD30 and H10407 (106 bacteria)
induced time-dependent increases in cGMP levels from 90 min to 8 hrs in enteroids with
the highest levels of cGMP recorded in basolateral supernatants (Figure 3.11). Wildtype
ETEC strain CVD30 induced high levels of cGMP in both compartments as early as 4
hrs. In contrast, CFA/I-only wildtype ETEC strain H10407 did not induce significant
levels of cGMP until the 8 hr timepoint in both apical and basolateral compartments,
matching the delayed basolateral cGMP production reported previously (Figure 3.11)
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[74]. ETEC H10407 secretes less ST than ETEC CVD30, which most likely accounts for
decreased levels of cGMP induced between strains (Figure 3.12) [20]. These data
demonstrate that the enteroid model can detect strain-specific differences in ST delivery.
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Figure 3.11: The polarized production of cGMP in human ileal enteroid monolayers
following purified ST toxin exposure or infection by wildtype ETEC clinical isolates.
Differentiated ileal enteroid (35I) monolayers were exposed to different concentrations of
purified ST toxin (BEI) for 8 hrs (A) or infected with wildtype ETEC strains H10407 or
CVD30 from 90 min to 8 hrs (B). Apical and basolateral supernatants and intracellular
lysates were collected for cGMP ELISA. Data presented are pooled from three
independent experiments (A) or eight independent experiments (B). Each dot represents
data collected from an individual monolayer. Error bars indicate standard deviations from
the means. The asterisks above the bars indicate statistically significant differences
determined using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple-comparison test (A) or twoway ANOVA (B) with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. *, p<0.05; ***, p<0.001;
****, p<0.0001.
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Figure 3.12: ST production by wildtype ETEC strains CVD30 and H10407.
ST production was measured by ST-mediated cGMP production in T84 cell monolayers
after 8 hr incubation with 1nM ST or ETEC supernatants following growth in DMEM for
8 hrs. Data presented are from one independent experiment. Each dot represents data
collected from an individual T84 monolayer. The amount of ST produced by the ETEC
isolates was calculated relative to the amount of cGMP produced by the 1nM purified ST
positive control with background cGMP (Blank) subtracted. The total amount of ST (ng)
was calculated from the ST concentration (nM) using molecular weight of ST. Error bars
indicate standard deviations from the means. Statistically significant differences were
calculated using unpaired t-test. ****, p<0.0001.
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A few reports describe the effect of CFs, as well as other adhesins, and virulence factors
on ST delivery [47, 74]. However, the role of multiple CFs, specifically CFA/I and CS21,
on ST delivery has not been examined. Enteroid monolayers (35I) were apically infected
with wildtype or CF-deficient bacteria for 8 hrs and secreted cGMP production was
measured in the apical and basolateral supernatants. ETEC CVD30 induced high levels of
cGMP with greater levels of cGMP measured in basolateral versus apical supernatants
(Figure 3.13). However, all derivative mutant ETEC strains CVD30∆cfaB, CVD30∆lngA,
and CVD30∆cfaB∆lngA induced similar cGMP levels as the wildtype strain CVD30,
suggesting that CFA/I and CS21 do not play a role in ST delivery with this isolate (Figure
3.13). Studies with ETEC H10407 demonstrated similar results with comparable
induction of cGMP by wildtype and CFA/I-deficient mutant strain H10407Kan (Figure
3.13). Furthermore, neither of the CF-specific antibodies interfered with cGMP
production in enteroids infected with wildtype CVD30 after 4 hrs (Figure 3.13). These
data were confirmed using a jejunal enteroid line (J2) (Figure 3.14).

Given that CF-mediated adherence and toxin delivery are responsible for the clinical
symptoms of ETEC diarrheal disease in humans, the lack of observed CF-dependent
toxin delivery suggests that the human enteroid model has limitations that do not allow
detection of CF-dependent toxin delivery. Some enteroid studies suggest that
incorporating forces, such as flow and stretch, can influence enteroid differentiation and
cGMP production, which may affect the response to ST delivery by ETEC [222, 227].
This is in agreement with previous reports that concluded that ST delivery and
downstream cGMP production by ETEC H10407 did not entirely correlate with
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adherence alone; other virulence factors unrelated to adherence, including EatA, were
shown to affect cGMP production; the loss of EatA resulted in decreased cGMP [74]. An
additional limitation of this study’s enteroid model is the exclusive aerobic conditions.
Gene expression studies in ETEC isolated from human stool samples in a controlled
human infection model determined that oxygen directly impacted regulation of classical
ETEC virulence factor expression, including ST [78].
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Figure 3.13: The polarized production of cGMP in human ileal enteroid monolayers
following infection by ETEC CVD30 and CF-deficient mutant strains.
Differentiated ileal enteroid (35I) monolayers were infected with wildtype ETEC strain
CVD30 or CFA/I- and CS21-deficient strains for 8hrs (A) or infected for 4 hrs with
wildtype ETEC strain CVD30 with or without pre-incubation with CFA/I- or LngAantibodies (B). Apical and basolateral supernatants were collected for cGMP ELISA.
Data presented are pooled from two independent experiments (A) or four independent
experiments (B). Each dot represents data collected from an individual monolayer. Toxin
delivery results were confirmed in one jejunal enteroid line (J2). Error bars indicate
standard deviations from the means. The asterisks above the bars indicate statistically
significant differences determined using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiplecomparison test. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ****, p<0.0001.
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Figure 3.14: The polarized production of cGMP in additional enteroid monolayers
following purified toxin exposure or infection with CFA/I-CS21 ETEC.
Differentiated jejunal enteroid (J2) monolayers were exposed to purified ST toxin (1nM)
or infected with wildtype strain CVD30 or its derivative CFA/I-deficient strains for 6 hrs.
Apical and basolateral supernatants were collected for cGMP ELISA. Data presented are
from one independent experiment. Each dot represents data collected from an individual
monolayer. Error bars indicate standard deviations from the means. The asterisks above
the bars indicate statistically significant differences determined using one-way ANOVA
with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. **, p<0.01.
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The effects of ETEC infection on human intestinal enteroid physiology
ETEC is an adherent, noninvasive enteric pathogen, and its effect on the intestinal barrier
function during infection is not completely understood. Previous studies using the T84
colonic transformed cell line suggest that ETEC toxins LT and ST alone as well as LTexpressing ETEC negatively affect the transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) [98,
99]. However, recent work using enteroids reported no cytotoxicity or changes in the
TEER following exposure to ST toxin or infection by wildtype ETEC H10407 and
derivative strains [74, 101]. To further investigate enteroid barrier integrity following
infection with the recent clinical isolate CVD30 and its CF-deficient mutant strains,
TEER values of ileal enteroid monolayers were measured prior to and 4 hrs post
infection. The TEER remained unchanged following ST toxin exposure and similar to
uninfected monolayers; however, the TEER was significantly increased in all monolayers
infected with ETEC, regardless of CF expression (Figure 3.15). Also, the TEER levels
following 4 hr infection in an additional ileal enteroid line was consistently increased
compared to uninfected monolayers (Figure 3.16).
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Figure 3.15: The effect of CFA/I-CS21 ETEC infection on barrier integrity and cytokine
induction in ileal enteroid responses.
TEER values of differentiated ileal enteroid (35I) monolayers were recorded prior to and
after 4 hr infection (A). The change in TEER over time is expressed as TEER (percentage
change) and data presented are pooled from six independent experiments. The asterisks
above the dots indicate statistically significant differences determined using one-way
ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test, compared to the TEER of the
uninfected enteroid monolayers (Blank). **, p<0.001; ****, p<0.0001. IL-8 secretion
(pg) was measured following 8 hr infection by wildtype CVD30 and its derivative CFdeficient mutant strains, and data presented are from one independent experiment (B).
Each dot represents data collected from an individual monolayer. Error bars indicate
standard deviations from the means. Statistically significant differences were calculated
using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test.
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Figure 3.16: Changes in transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) of additional
enteroid monolayers following infection with wildtype or CF-deficient strains.
TEER values of differentiated ileal enteroid (35I) monolayers were recorded prior to
infection and after 4 hr incubation. The change in TEER is expressed as TEER
percentage change. Data presented are from four independent experiments. Each dot
represents data collected from an individual monolayer. The asterisks above the dots
indicate statistically significant differences determined using one-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test, compared to the TEER of the uninfected enteroid
monolayers (Blank). *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001.
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There are few reports on the host innate immune response to ETEC infection. Early
studies in pigs suggested that ETEC infection resulted in a pro-inflammatory immune
response with high levels of TLR4 signaling and an overproduction of cytokines,
including IL-6 and IL-8 [202, 203]. Studies in T84 cells reported low levels of IL-8 in
response to ST toxin at later timepoints (18 hrs) [101]. In contrast, other studies
determined that ETEC directly inhibits the innate immune response by blocking NF-kB
signaling, and that overnight infection with ETEC did not affect IL-8 secretion in ileal
enteroids [155, 204]. To investigate the role of CFA/I and CS21 on IL-8 production using
the enteroid model, monolayers were infected for 8 hrs with wildtype CVD30 and the
CF-deficient mutant strains. Cytokine levels in supernatants were measured by ELISA.
There was no difference in IL-8 production between uninfected monolayers and those
infected with any bacterial strain, regardless of CF expression (Figure 3.15).

The lack of monolayer disruption and lack of IL-8 induction following 8 hr ETEC
infection of enteroid monolayers underscores the unique host physiological response to
ETEC in comparison to other enteric pathogens, including Shigella and EAEC [205, 206,
228]. These pathogens cause significant barrier disruption in the enteroid, secretion of IL8, and high levels of innate cell recruitment, which is in direct contrast to the minimal
innate response caused by ETEC [205, 206, 228]. Enhanced TEER levels are correlated
with increased expression of key membrane permeability factors, such as tight junction
proteins [229].
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Discussion
This study underscores the importance of the major ETEC CF CFA/I, when co-expressed
with CS21, in ETEC pathogenesis and as an essential target for adherence-blocking
vaccine strategies, particularly as no change in adherence was found when CS21 was
present or deleted (Figure 3.5 – 3.8). Given the prevalence of CS21 in ETEC isolates
expressing CFA/I in the GEMS study (78%), these thesis studies investigated the
combined effects of these two CFs on key features of ETEC pathogenesis including
adherence and toxin delivery [9]. The use of the enteroid model provided a highly
human-relevant system for investigation.

Experiments with CF-specific mutants as well as CF-specific antibodies demonstrated
that CFA/I was critical for adherence whereas CS21 did not play a significant role
(Figure 3.5 – 3.8). The ability of anti-CFA/I antibodies to block adherence supports
vaccine strategies that include CFA/I to target ETEC strains with multiple CFs. This was
further emphasized using ETEC strain E9034A that expresses both CS21 and CS3, where
we demonstrate that CS3, but not CS21, played a role in adherence to enteroid
monolayers. (Figure 3.10) Many studies focusing on CS21 use the classical strain
E9034A without including the assessment of CS3’s role in this strain simultaneously.
Given that CS3 is a major CF and as we demonstrate contributes to ETEC adherence, this
CF may affect the ability to directly examine CS21-mediated adherence in strains grown
on CFA agar in this work and others [210]. The GEMS finding that CS21 alone was not
significantly associated with MSD in young children supports these data [9]. However,
these data are not in agreement with other studies using transformed cell lines where
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LngA-deficient E9034A mutant strains had decreased adherence compared to the
wildtype strain and/or anti-CS21 antibodies were shown to inhibit CS21-expressing
ETEC attachment [25-28].

The differing results in the role of CS21 may be due to growth conditions. The described
thesis studies used CFA agar as the sole growth condition to investigate adherence and
toxin delivery because of the CFA/I and CS21 expression as shown by western blots,
electron microscopy, and agglutination. However, previous adherence studies used ETEC
strains grown in Terrific broth or PPLO broth overnight to demonstrate CS21-mediated
attachment to transformed cell lines [27, 28]. Another important distinction is that other
previous studies used porcine epithelial cells (IPEC), HT-29 cells, or neonatal mice,
which may all contain different surface glycans than those found on the human intestinal
surface and likely impact CF-mediated adherence [27, 28]. While a receptor for specific
CS21 has not been identified, previous studies in transformed cell lines and human
intestinal tissue suggest that ETEC CFs and pili contain lectin domains that recognize
glycoconjugates or glycosphingolipids on the host surface [230-232] and studies of type
IVb pili demonstrate that ETEC expressing type IVb pili bind to glycoconjugates on
human intestinal biopsies from the small and large intestine [30, 233]. Identifying glycans
that serve as receptors for pathogens in the enteroid model is currently understudied;
however, recent but limited work in enteroids has demonstrated the expression of
important receptors for host-pathogen interactions [47, 234, 235].
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It is also important to note that the aforementioned transformed cell models are not
differentiated to include specific cell subtypes similar to the enteroid; it is likely that they
lack important proteases and other secreted factors that may affect CF-mediated ETEC
adherence. Continued progress in the research of differentiated enteroid culture aims to
express additional cell types not yet represented, including transit-amplifying cells and
stem cells. However, given the observed role of CS21 in transformed cell lines, it is likely
that CS21 binds to a glycan expressed by epithelial cells already present in enteroid
monolayers.

While this thesis work utilized growth conditions that resulted in co-expression of both
CFA/I and CS21, regulation of CF expression in the human intestine is not clear.
Detection of anti-CS21 antibodies in ETEC-infected individuals supports its expression
in the human host [36]. However, it is unclear if CS21 is co-expressed with other CFs,
particularly CFA/I, during human infection. These thesis studies do not support a role in
ETEC adherence to human enteroid monolayers but previous studies have demonstrated
additional roles for CS21 in ETEC pathogenesis, including biofilm formation and twitch
mobility as previously demonstrated [25].

Given that this study primarily focused on ETEC strains isolated from countries in Asia
and Africa [9], future studies should include strains isolated from the Americas, in which
CS21 is highly prevalent in ETEC isolates based on previous epidemiological studies in
children under five and travelers [28, 34, 35, 37, 236-240]. It is important to consider
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CS21+ ETEC strains from the Americas given that they may contain different CS21
sequences, particularly in LngA, and have different binding characteristics than those
described in this study.

The current thesis studies demonstrated that CFA/I-mediated adherence was critical to
wildtype strains with one CF (ETEC H10407) as well as those multiple CFs (ETEC
CVD30 and six additional global ETEC isolates). Interestingly, ETEC CVD30
consistently expressed more CFA/I than H10407 in all methods tested (Figure 3.1, Table
3.1), despite both strains containing 99.9% identical CFA/I operon sequences and 99.87%
identical regulator CfaD sequences. Regulation of the CFA/I operon in these strains
warrants further investigation. Key regulators that affect CF expression, including Rns,
Crp, Hns, CpxR, FNR, and IscR, are present in both ETEC H10407 and CVD30, and
sequences are 100% identical [8, 20, 78, 81]. The observed CFA/I expression differences
may be due to differential expression of those regulators, possibly due to differences in
the promoter of the regulators which would result in differential regulation within each
strain. It is also possible that post-transcriptional regulatory mechanisms or small
inhibitory RNA may affect the differential CFA/I expression in these strains, for which
there are limited studies in ETEC.

Antibody inhibition experiments were performed using bivalent agglutinating anti-CF
antibodies (Figure 3.7, 3.8). Many studies have employed this approach to study
adherence mediated by other CFs, including CS2 [108], CS3 [108], CS6 [107] and CS21
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[25, 27]. The ability of agglutinating antibodies to inhibit ETEC disease has also been
demonstrated in human clinical trials [11]. However, it is important to note the
shortcomings of using agglutinating antibodies given the potential disruption of fimbrial
physical properties including aggregation and steric hinderance [241]. Previous studies
have used Fab fragments to definitively demonstrate CF component-specific binding
inhibition [18, 242], and future studies may use Fab fragments specific to CFs of interest
to minimize the impact on the fimbriae.

The use of enteroids allowed quantification of ST-dependent production and secretion of
cGMP detected in apical and basolateral compartments (Figure 3.11). As previously
reported [74, 101], cGMP accumulated at higher levels in the basolateral supernatants
and less in apical supernatants (Figures 3.11, 3.13, 3.14). Our experimental conditions
resulted in quantification of cGMP following infection with 106 CFU of ETEC CVD30 as
early as 4 hrs in both compartments that subsequently increased over time. ETEC strain
H10407, which has been shown to produce less ST than ETEC CVD30, induced cGMP at
8 hrs post infection in both compartments [20]. These results support the sensitivity of the
enteroid model for quantifying ETEC strain-specific differential toxin expression of two
strains. To note, previous studies utilizing infection with 108 CFU of ETEC H10407
reported significant cGMP levels only in basolateral supernatants starting at 6 hrs post
infection [74]. Our study demonstrated that ETEC H10407 induced higher levels of
cGMP in both compartments at 8 hrs than reported previously [74]. The observed
differences of cGMP levels between these studies may be due to the growth condition of
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ETEC H10407 and derivative mutant strains and its effect on ST production and
secretion.

Clinical trial data demonstrating that blocking CFs prevents diarrheal disease supports the
requirement for attachment-mediated toxin delivery [17, 22]; however, CF attachmentmediated toxin delivery in the enteroid model was not evident (Figure 3.13, 3.14). The
finding that cGMP induction was not decreased following infection with CFA/I- and/or
CS21-deficient mutant strains nor following pre-incubation with CF-specific adherenceblocking antibodies reflect a potential shortcoming of this system. The enteroid model
employed in these thesis studies is static and does not include the intestinal features of
flow, which can mimic the flow of intestinal contents across the intestinal surface, and
stretch, which can recapitulate intestinal peristalsis. We attempted various washing
protocols following bacterial infection that addressed toxin delivery timing, saturation of
toxin as a consequence of bacterial inoculum, and plate movement during the experiment,
but we could not mimic in vivo conditions that would reflect the requirement for bacterial
adherence for toxin delivery and disease [243, 244]. Similarly, other studies with ETEC
H10407 failed to demonstrate toxin delivery solely mediated by CFA/I given that other
adherence factors, such as EatA and EtpA, were observed to affect toxin delivery to
enteroid monolayers [47, 74, 143], as well as in transformed cell lines [46, 47, 70].
Intestinal flow has been shown to be important for gut physiology and sensitivity to ST
[245] and the use of flow chambers in future studies is expected to reveal CF-mediated
attachment dependent ST delivery due to increased differentiation of the enteroid
monolayers and increased sensitivity to purified ST toxin [222, 227]. Another limitation
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of the enteroid model in this study is the exclusive aerobic culture conditions. ETEC
isolated from stool samples in a controlled human infection model determined that gene
expression from these samples more closely matched ETEC cultured in anaerobic
conditions [78]. These low oxygen conditions directly affected expression of the
regulator FNR which then directly affected global virulence gene expression in ETEC,
including the CFA/I operon and LT and ST genes in ETEC H10407 [78]. Further
advancements to the enteroid model are expected to recapitulate the intestinal
environment more appropriately, such as including an anaerobic environment with shear
stress consistent with flow and stretch.

In addition to the study of adherence and toxin delivery by ETEC, enteroids provide a
model for studying effects on barrier integrity and innate immune responses following
ETEC infection. In this study, we showed that monolayers remained intact and increased
in TEER levels during ETEC infection, demonstrating the absence of barrier disruption
and suggesting increased expression of proteins important for membrane permeability
(Figure 3.15, 3.16). This is in direct contrast to other enteric pathogens including Shigella
and EAEC that disrupt barrier function during pathogenesis [205, 206, 228]. These thesis
studies also demonstrated a muted induction of the innate immune response by ETEC, as
demonstrated by the lack of IL-8 production following 8 hr infection. Further studies
using the enteroid model using longer timepoints and investigating additional innate
cytokines are important to better understand the early and late host response to ETEC.
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Vaccine development for ETEC is challenging due to the diversity of virulence factors,
especially colonization factors that mediate intestinal adherence [22, 160]. Current
strategies demonstrate promise in targeting major CFs as vaccine antigens to block
colonization and disease [157, 169, 172]. In particular, the GEMS study concluded that
inclusion of all major CFs (CFA/I, CS1-CS6) in a vaccine would reduce up to 66% of
pediatric MSD cases due to ST-only ETEC in LMICs and did not support inclusion of
minor CFs with the exception of CS14 [9]. Despite the presence of CS21 in these CFA/ICS21 strains and previous literature suggesting a role in CS21-mediated attachment [2528], blocking CFA/I resulted in significantly decreased adherence by ETEC strains
expressing CFA/I and CS21 (Figure 3.7). This result was consistent across the seven
additional global ETEC isolates, emphasizing the universal effectiveness of this strategy
(Figure 3.7). Importantly, these data were determined using four different enteroid lines
from the small intestine, three from the ileum and one from the jejunum, with all blood
types represented, emphasizing the genetic diversity of the host model used. These thesis
studies underscore the value of the human enteroid model to study ETEC pathogenesis as
well as supports a vaccine strategy that focuses on targeting major CFs to decrease the
burden of ETEC-mediated morbidity and mortality across the globe.
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Chapter IV: CFA/I expression and regulation in ETEC clinical isolates
Specific Aim
Investigate the expression of CFA/I and the presence of ETEC regulators in different
clinical ETEC strains.
Rationale
CFA/I is a major CF expressed by ETEC that is significantly associated with MSD [9].
CFA/I is the most well studied CF, serving as a prototype to understand the expression,
regulation, and function of CFs in ETEC pathogenesis, and is a main antigen of interest
in ETEC vaccine development [160]. These thesis studies focus on a set of ETEC isolates
from the GEMS study that express CFA/I and CS21, with a particular interest in ETEC
strain CVD30, and ETEC strain H10407, a CFA/I-only isolate that has been frequently
studied in vitro as well as in vivo in human clinical trials as a control challenge strain.

Preliminary experiments investigating CFA/I expression in wildtype ETEC strains
CVD30 and H10407 grown on CFA agar using western blot analysis demonstrated
differential expression of CFA/I; ETEC CVD30 expressed higher amounts of CFA/I
compared to H10407 (Figure 3.1). Strain-specific differential expression of CFA/I was
also observed in other CFA/I-CS21 ETEC clinical isolates from the GEMS study using
western blot analysis (Figure 3.7). Changing the growth media to Terrific broth decreased
the expression of CFA/I in all strains tested but ETEC CVD30 still expressed more
CFA/I than H10407 (Figure 3.1). The increased CFA/I production in ETEC CVD30 was
further confirmed using transmission electron microscopy to visualize the CF on the
surface; CFA/I was visualized as very dense and thick projections around the bacteria in
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ETEC CVD30, whereas fewer and less dense were seen on ETEC H10407. Increased
surface CFA/I expression by ETEC CVD30 was also supported in agglutination studies
in which ETEC CVD30 agglutinated with anti-CFA/I antibody more than ETEC H10407
(Table 3.1).

The goal of these thesis studies was to investigate the mechanism for this differential and
increased expression of CFA/I in ETEC CVD30 compared to H10407 and how that may
affect pathogenesis. To this end, we determined the homology and identity of the
genomic CFA/I operon sequence, the genomic presence of regulators that affect CFA/I
expression, the expression of CFA/I operon genes at the transcriptional level, and the
functional expression of CFA/I during early adherence to enteroid monolayers.
Understanding this differential expression may have implications for CFA/I-mediated
pathogenesis by ETEC. While adherence was not significantly different between ETEC
CVD30 and H10407 at later timepoints (8 hrs) (Figure 3.5), it is possible that early
adherence or other CF-dependent outcomes are impacted by the observed differential
CFA/I expression. The hypothesis of this chapter is that expression of CFA/I is
differentially regulated in growth media and in an ETEC isolate-dependent manner.
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Results
Genomic analysis of CFA/I operons of ETEC isolates CVD30, CVD19, and H10407
using BLASTn analysis
The CFA/I operon encompasses 5976 base pairs encoding cfaA, cfaB, cfaC, cfaE, and
cfaD2 (Figure 4.1) [8]. Nucleotide sequences containing the CFA/I operon and relevant
upstream sequences (101 bp) including the promoter region and local regulator binding
sites, including two sites for CfaD and one site predicted for IscR [81], from ETEC
CVD30 p101 and H10407 p948 were analyzed. CfaD and IscR are local regulators
encoded separately from the CFA/I operon that influence its expression [12, 14, 80-82].
Using BLASTn analysis, the CFA/I operon sequences from each strain were aligned and
compared to determine similarity. Specifically, analysis of the genes of the CFA/I operon
cfaA, cfaB, cfaC, cfaE, and cfaD2 was performed (Figure 4.1). These sequences were
99% identical between the two strains with one nucleotide deletion in the intergenic
region between cfaE and cfaD2 in ETEC H10407 p948 compared to CVD30 p101
(Figure 4.1). The local regulator CfaD nucleotide sequence from each strain was aligned
and compared to determine similarity. BLASTn analysis revealed 99% identity between
the two strains with a single point mutation in cfaD between CVD30 p101 and H10407
p948 (Figure 4.1). However, this point mutation did not affect the predicted amino acid
sequence for CfaD.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the CFA/I operon with % identity between
H10407 and CVD30 using BLASTn analysis.
The operon is depicted with arrows indicating coding sequences and lines representing
intergenic regions. The size of the arrow represents relative size (bp) of genes. The
bolded subunit represents the major subunit of the operon. Important elements upstream
of operon are shown in the box, including the -35 and -10 sites (blue), the binding sites
(bs) of key local regulators (orange), and the transcription start site (curved arrow). The
asterisks indicate the location of the point mutations in the CFA/I operon.
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The CFA/I promoter sequence of the operon was also analyzed using BLASTn [12, 14].
This sequence included the binding sites for CfaD/Rns and IscR as well as transcription
initiation -35 and -10 sites. BLASTn analysis revealed that the promoter sequences were
100% identical between CVD30 p101 and H10407 p948 (Figure 4.1). The nearly 100%
similarity of both of the CFA/I operons and relevant sequences, including the promoter
and CfaD, may suggest that differential CFA/I expression is not due to sequence
differences at the genomic level, but further studies are needed to confirm this, including
analysis of IscR sequence as well as other regulators that affect CF expression across
ETEC strains.

Genomic analysis of total genomes comparing CVD30, CVD19, and H10407 using
LSBSR
Total genome analysis of the strains CVD30 and H10407 was performed using largescale blast score ratio (LSBSR) with a de novo approach (Appendix) [246]. This
bioinformatics tool compares bacterial genome sequences simultaneously and provides
blast score ratio (BSR) values for predicted genes based on the relatedness to the coding
sequences, predicted by a prokaryotic gene prediction software Prodigal and confirmed
by a large scale BLAST alignment and analysis [246]. An additional CFA/I-CS21 strain
CVD19 (504838) from the GEMS study was included in the analysis. The total genomes
analyzed included sequences of the chromosome as well as two plasmids for each strain
(Table 4.1). The goal of this analysis was to assess sequence similarity across the total
genome, focusing on genes that may affect CF expression including global and local
regulator sequences.
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Table 4.1: Genbank accession numbers for strains used in LSBSR analysis.
Strain
Genbank accession numbers
H10407
NC_017633.1, NC_017722.1, NC_01774.1
CVD30 (504239)
CP025859.1, CP025861.1, CP025860.1
CVD19 (504838)
CP025856, CP025857, CP025858

Shared genes
A total of 6386 genes were identified across the genomes of the strains CVD30, CVD19,
and H10407. Strains were determined to have a gene present and highly conserved with a
BSR of 0.8 – 1.0. Of those, 4283 genes were shared by all 3 strains, demonstrating 67%
similarity across strains (Figure 4.2). Important shared genes that encode key virulence
factors used by ETEC include cfaABCE, sth, eatA, etpBAC, fimA-H, yghJ, and others, and
specific genes were confirmed by PCR (Table 4.2). There were 234 predicted genes
annotated to encode “regulators” shared in all three ETEC strains. These included
annotations of DNA-binding proteins, transcriptional activators and repressors, and
regulatory proteins that may regulate gene expression in bacteria. Some regulators were
predicted to affect metabolism, DNA repair, or virulence genes, for example. Key
regulator genes shared by the strains demonstrated to impact CF and toxin expression
were hns, crp, cpxR, fur, iscR, rns, cfaD, and others [8, 12, 75, 76, 80, 81, 247, 248]
(Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.2: Total shared and unique genes in CVD30, CVD19, and H10407 from
genomic analysis using LSBSR.
A comparison of three ETEC clinical isolate genomes CVD30, CVD19, and H10407,
including chromosome and plasmid sequences, was determined following de novo
LSBSR analysis that used Prodigal and BLAST to predict genes, assess sequence
similarity, and provide blast score ratios (BSRs) [246]. Strains were determined to have a
gene present and highly conserved with a BSR of 0.8 – 1.0. Raw data is in Appendix.
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Table 4.2: Specific shared and unique genes in CVD30, CVD19 and H10407 genomes
using LSBSR analysis
CVD30
Colonization factors
Toxins

Virulence factors

CVD19

H10407

cfaABCE*
CS21 (lngA)*
eltAB*
sth*
stp*
eatA*
etpBAC*
fimH*
fliC
gspD (T2SS)
leoA
tssM (T6SS)
vapB
yghJ*

Blue indicates virulence gene was present with a minimum BLASTn BSR > 0.80 and
white is equivalent to any genes <0.40. All of the genes listed had a BSR > 0.94.
*Verified using PCR
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Table 4.3: Identified regulators of known function in strains from LSBSR analysis
CVD30

Regulators

acrR
ada
araC
arsR
asnC
basR
betI
bglJ
cadC
cbl
cfaD
chbR
comR
cpxR
creB
crl
cro
crp
cslR
cusR
cynR
dcuR
deoR-like
dicC
dmlR
evgA
feaR
fis
flhCD
frlR
frmR
fur
gadW
galF
gntR
greB
hda
hns
hxlR
hycA
iclR
iscR
kdgR
lacI
leuO
lexA
luxR
lysR
malT
marR
merR
mntR
mokB
molR
mucR/ros
nadR
nemR
nhaR
nikR
norR
nrdR
nusABG
paaX
pcoR
phnF
phoB
phoU
pmpR
prpR
purR
puuR
qseF
rcnR
recX
repB
rfaHS
rho
rns
rpiR
rpxA
rseB
rstA
soxR
spx/mgsR
stpA
tetR
tyrR
uhpAC
ulaR
ybaB/ebfC
ycgE
yedW
ygaV
yiaJ
yjdC
yjiEQ
ypdB
yqjI
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CVD19

H10407

The GEMS strains CVD30 and CVD19 shared 247 genes not shared with H10407
(Figure 4.2). These include the genes encoding the CS21 operon [31, 249], as expected,
as well as the genes encoding a type 6 secretion system (T6SS) (Table 4.2) [250]. These
two strains also encoded various toxin-antitoxin systems that were not observed in
H10407, such as vapBC (Table 4.2). These preliminary results underscore distinct
differences between the GEMS strains CVD30 and CVD19 compared to a much older
isolate ETEC H10407.

Unique genes
CVD30 had 425 unique genes, those not in H10407 nor CVD19. One unique gene
encoded dicC which regulates bacterial cell division (Table 4.3) [251]. Analysis also
identified other unique regulators, including putative transcriptional regulators, such as
helix-turn-helix regulators, response regulators, as well as bacteriophage regulators cox
and CII. CVD19 had 497 unique genes, those not in CVD30 or H10407. One unique gene
encoded bacterioferritin, a protein involved in iron storage and metabolism in bacteria
[252]. Analysis identified a unique regulatory gene that encoded a mucR/ros family
protein, which is a large family of zinc-finger containing proteins that regulate many
bacterial functions, including virulence gene expression (Table 4.3) [253].

H10407 had 554 unique genes, those not in CVD30 nor CVD19, including the genes for
LT and STp, as expected, given that CVD30 and CVD19 are STh-only ETEC isolates
(Table 4.2) [9, 20]. H10407 also contained the gene leoA, which is required for maximal
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LT secretion, and the gene encoding filamentous hemagglutinin family N-terminal
domain protein, which is homologous to the gene encoding FHA in B. pertussis [254,
255]. Analysis also identified unique regulators, including putative DNA-binding
transcriptional regulators as well as bacteriophage regulators CIII and cro (Table 4.3).

Transcriptional expression of CFA/I operon genes in CVD30 and H10407
To determine if differential CFA/I expression was regulated at the transcriptional level,
the mRNA encoding each operon gene [14] was quantified. Total RNA was isolated from
ETEC CVD30 and H10407 following growth on CFA agar or Terrific broth. Real time
qPCR was performed to analyze cDNA for expression of CFA/I operon genes cfaA, cfaB,
cfaC, and cfaD in ETEC CVD30 and H10407 in both growth conditions. In strains grown
on CFA agar, there was significantly more cfaB expression in CVD30 than H10407
(Figure 4.3). In strains grown in Terrific broth, there was decreased cfaB expression
between CVD30 and H10407, although not significant. This contrasts with western blot
analysis in which CVD30 expresses more CFA/I than H10407 in Terrific broth.
Depending on CFA agar or Terrific as growth media, there was differential expression of
cfaB (Figure 4.3). In addition, less cfaB expression was observed in CVD30 grown in
Terrific broth compared to that when grown on CFA agar, supporting previous studies
that show that CFA agar allows for optimal expression of CFA/I operon genes (Figure
4.3) [54].
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Figure 4.3: Real time expression of CFA/I operon gene transcripts in ETEC CVD30 and
H10407 by growth condition.
ETEC H10407 and CVD30 were grown on CFA agar or in Terrific broth and adjusted to
OD600 of 1.0 to be harvested and isolate total RNA. Real time qPCR analysis of CFA/I
operon gene transcript abundance was performed relative to that of ETEC H10407 grown
on CFA agar. Relative fold change of cfaB transcripts in ETEC CVD30 and H10407
grown on CFA agar or in Terrific broth were calculated (A). Relative fold change of
cfaA, cfaC, and cfaD transcripts in ETEC CVD30 grown in Terrific broth were calculated
(B). Data presented are pooled from three independent experiments. Error bars indicate
standard deviations from the means. The asterisks above the bars indicate statistically
significant differences determined using one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiplecomparison test. **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001.
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When investigating the abundance of other CFA/I operon gene transcripts cfaA, cfaC, and
cfaD in addition to cfaB, there was no significant difference of cfaB, cfaC, and cfaD
transcript abundance in ETEC CVD30 grown in Terrific broth relative to H10407 grown
on CFA agar (Figure 4.3). Interestingly, there was more cfaA transcript in ETEC CVD30
grown in Terrific broth relative to H10407 grown on CFA agar (Figure 4.3).

Functional expression of CFA/I by ETEC H10407 and CVD30 in early adherence to ileal
enteroid monolayers
Given the differential expression of CFA/I in these strains, we wanted to understand the
impact of functional CFA/I production in adherence at early timepoints to the enteroid
monolayer. The adherence to enteroid monolayers by ETEC CVD30 and H10407, as well
as the respective CFA/I-deficient mutants, all grown on CFA agar, was measured after 90
min. Previous studies included this timepoint but focused on later timepoints in the
analysis (Figure 3.5). ETEC CVD30 adhered significantly more than H10407 to enteroid
monolayers after 90 min infection (Figure 4.4). The CFA/I-deficient mutants respective
to each wildtype strain had decreased adherence at 90 min to enteroid monolayers, while
not significant (Figure 4.4). At later adherence timepoints of 4 hrs and 8 hrs, however,
significant CFA/I-dependent adherence is observed and wildtype ETEC strains CVD30
and H10407 adhere similarly (Figure 3.5), suggesting that this differential CFA/I
functional production may be critical to early adherence.
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Figure 4.4: Functional expression of CFA/I in early adherence by ETEC H10407 and
CVD30 to enteroid monolayers.
Differentiated ileal enteroid monolayers were infected with wildtype ETEC strains or
their respective CFA/I-deficient derivative strains for 90 min. Monolayers were washed
and lysed to quantify adherent bacteria expressed as % of initial inoculum (CFU
recovery). Data presented are pooled from two independent experiments. Each dot
represents data collected from an individual monolayer. Error bars indicate standard
deviations from the means. The asterisks above the bars indicate statistically significant
differences determined using a one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison
test. *, p<0.05.
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Discussion
Genomic analysis using BLASTn and LSBSR demonstrated that the CFA/I-encoding
operons in ETEC strains CVD30 and H10407 are nearly 100% identical (99%) (Figure
4.1, 4.2). The genomes also share key regulators that have been shown to affect CFA/I
expression, including cfaD, rns, hns, crp, cpxR, fur, and iscR (Table 4.2, 4.3) [8, 12, 75,
76, 80, 91, 247]. Additionally, there are no distinct unique genes observed from the de
novo LSBSR analysis in the strains CVD30, CVD19, and H10407 that are definitively
shown to directly affect CFA/I expression; many of the shared regulators that were
identified have not yet been studied to determine direct effects on CFA/I expression.
Many of the unique regulators that were identified were conserved transcriptional
regulators that did not have specific gene annotations or were those that affected bacterial
physiology, including metabolism and division. Given this analysis was in silico, further
studies would be required to confirm the presence of these shared and unique genes using
PCR.

The high level of sequence identity between these strains suggests that differential CFA/I
protein levels are likely due to transcriptional or translational differences, potentially
influenced by environmental factors, and not those identified at the genomic level. The
observed CFA/I expression differences may be due to differential expression and
regulation of the specific global and local regulators, possibly due to differences in the
promoter of the regulators which would result in differential regulation within each
strain. For example, it is unknown how the point mutation in CfaD (Figure 4.1) may
affect its expression and regulation in the strain and conditions tested and how that would
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affect CFA/I expression. It is also possible that post-transcriptional regulatory
mechanisms or small inhibitory RNA may affect the differential CFA/I expression in
these strains, for which there are limited studies in ETEC.

Transcriptional studies using real time qPCR revealed key transcriptional expression data
that matched the CFA/I expression observed by western blot analysis (Figure 3.1, 4.3).
Specifically, an increase in cfaB expression in ETEC CVD30 was observed compared to
H10407 when grown on CFA agar, matching the increased CFA/I protein expression
observed by ETEC CVD30 (Figure 3.1). Real time qPCR analysis also demonstrated a
decreased amount of cfaB transcript in ETEC CVD30 compared to CVD30 on CFA agar
(Figure 4.3), matching the decreased total protein levels of CFA/I in CVD30 grown in
Terrific broth (Figure 3.1).

However, some results contrasted with CFA/I expression at the protein level observed by
western blot analysis. There was no statistical difference in cfaB, cfaC, and cfaD
transcripts between ETEC H10407 and CVD30 when grown in Terrific broth,
particularly noting an observed decreased trend of cfaB expression in ETEC CVD30.
This decrease in cfaB transcript expression contrasts with observed protein levels in
which ETEC CVD30 expressed increased levels of CFA/I compared to H10407 when
grown in Terrific broth (Figure 3.1). Given the contrast between the transcriptional and
translational results observed, further analysis of CFA/I operon gene expression in these
strains is warranted. This may include a technical change in bacterial RNA sample
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collection by using bacteria grown to log phase to a specific OD600, such as 0.6, to
minimize the variation in the bacterial samples.

Additional studies can be performed to quantify the transcript abundance of the other
CFA/I operon genes, including cfaA, cfaC, and cfaE, as well as cfaD in strains grown on
CFA agar and in Terrific broth to expand on what was observed with cfaB expression. It
is possible that the expression of those other operon genes would be similar to cfaB,
given that they are all transcribed on the same operon and the intergenic sequences are
identical with the exception of one nucleotide deletion before cfaD2. Alternatively,
further studies may reveal that cfaB transcripts are in higher abundance than other operon
genes, which was previously demonstrated by Jordi et al studying differential decay of
CFA/I operon genes, hypothesizing that cfaB mRNA was stabilized by a stem loop
structure and other operon genes were unstable, leading to decay [13]. Also,
understanding the expression of cfaD, a local regulator of CFA/I, in these strains and
growth media conditions may inform the expected expression of the operon genes. It is
possible that cfaD expression is increased in ETEC CVD30 grown on CFA agar; the
increase in this local regulator may result in the observed increased transcript abundance
of cfaB and subsequent CFA/I protein expression.

Given the high nucleotide similarity (99-100%) of regulators relevant to CFA/I
expression in both strains ETEC CVD30 and H10407 as determined by the BLASTn and
de novo LSBSR analysis, additional studies investigating the expression of these
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regulators is valuable to understand the regulatory network of CFA/I in these strains.
Specifically, using real time qPCR and western blotting, additional studies can
investigate strains ETEC CVD30 and H10407 grown on CFA agar and in Terrific broth
can be measured for regulator gene and protein expression. It is possible that the
increased CFA/I expression by ETEC CVD30 is a result of increased expression or
altered regulation of a positive regulator.

The significant adherence to enteroid monolayers by ETEC CVD30 compared to H10407
observed at 90 min suggest that this strain-specific adherence and differential CFA/I
expression may be critical to the early steps of pathogenesis (Figure 4.4). Based on data
collected in this dissertation as well as many in vitro and in vivo studies, the expression of
CFA/I directly impacts pathogenesis and is linked to MSD in humans. The ability of
ETEC CVD30 to express more CFA/I may be linked to this increased early adherence;
however, given that CFA/I-deficient strains were not significantly different compared to
the wildtype strains, this increased adherence may also be due to expression of other
factors, those studied in the context of adherence such as etpA [46, 47], and eatA [49, 79,
143] and not CFA/I exclusively. Also, while adherence was not significantly different
between strains at the later timepoints (4 hrs or 8 hrs), the differential CFA/I expression
by these strains may affect other critical aspects of ETEC pathogenesis not studied in the
current thesis studies.
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Studying the mechanisms influencing CFA/I expression can contribute to greater
understanding of CF regulation and expression in ETEC. This work can be applied to
studies investigating the regulation and expression of CFs and toxins in the presence of
different intestinal environmental factors to identify novel regulatory targets during
ETEC pathogenesis. These studies may lead to key advances in the understanding of
pathogenesis and ultimately to novel therapeutics and vaccines that target ETEC.
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Chapter V: Host responses in the human enteroid model to ETEC infection
Specific Aim
Measure host responses in human enteroids to ETEC infection.
Rationale
The human enteroid is the most human relevant model of the gastrointestinal tract to
study ETEC pathogenesis and provides an opportunity to study host responses to
infection [47, 74, 155, 156, 222]. Previous literature has examined intestinal and immune
responses using transformed cell lines, including T84, Caco-2, and HT29 cells, animal
models, and ex vivo intestinal tissue samples [19]. While these models have contributed
important discoveries about ETEC pathogenesis, none of these fully and accurately
recapitulate the human intestinal tract. Advances in the human enteroid model provide an
opportunity to study specific intestinal physiological outcomes during ETEC infection,
including effects on barrier function, ion transporter expression and activity, mucus
production, and innate cytokine response. This is particularly important to study to
inform the design of impactful interventions in ETEC-induced diarrheal disease, such as
ETEC vaccines and therapeutics focused on zinc therapy, oral rehydration therapy, or
CF-specific antibody cocktails.

ETEC is an adherent, noninvasive enteric pathogen, and its effect on the intestinal barrier
function and integrity during infection is not completely understood. Previous studies
using the T84 colonic transformed cell line suggested that treatment with purified ETEC
toxins LT and ST as well as LT-expressing ETEC negatively affect the transepithelial
electrical resistance (TEER) of polarized monolayers [98, 99]. The TEER is a measure of
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the electrical resistance across a cell monolayer and is directly linked to the expression of
tight junction proteins [229]. Low or no TEER values indicate the lack of an intact
monolayer, while higher TEER values demonstrate a complete cell monolayer with
barrier integrity. Despite studies showing a decreased TEER following toxin exposure or
ETEC infection, recent work using enteroids reported no cytotoxicity or changes in the
TEER following exposure to ST toxin or infection by wildtype H10407 and derivative
strains [74, 101]. In our study, the TEER was measured before and after ETEC infection
in four different enteroid lines, three derived from the ileum and one derived from the
jejunum, to understand the impact of ETEC infection on barrier integrity. We
hypothesized that ETEC infection would not disturb barrier integrity and TEER values
would not decrease.

Another important aspect of the intestinal barrier is a healthy, functional mucus layer
[141]. ETEC adhere to the intestinal cell surface following passage through the mucus
layer in the small intestine [143]. Mucinases including EatA and YghJ have been
identified to assist ETEC in subverting this mucus layer and decreasing mucus production
in the intestine [142, 143]. Our work investigated the effect of ETEC infection on total
MUC2 expression in human enteroids using different ETEC clinical isolates. MUC2 is
the predominant mucin expressed by mucus-producing Goblet cells in the intestinal tract
and contributes to the formation of the mucus layer [140]. We hypothesized that ETEC
infection would decrease MUC2 production in the enteroid, supporting previous studies.
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Water and ion transport are essential functions of intestinal physiology and homeostasis.
Important ion transporters in the small intestine include sodium-hydrogen antiporter 3
(NHE3) ion transporter, CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR), chloride
anion exchanger also known as downregulated in adenoma (DRA), sodium-potassium-2
chloride cotransporter 1 (NKCC1), and electrogenic sodium bicarbonate cotransporter 1
(NBCe1) [71, 256]. Purified ETEC toxins ST and LT disrupt cell signaling in intestinal
cells and ultimately lead to the disruption of ion transporter function. Previous studies in
transformed cell lines and enteroids demonstrated that ST toxin decreased the surface
expression and activity of the NHE3, CFTR, DRA, NKCC1, and NBCe1 [71, 103]. It was
further determined that the effect on NHE3 was mediated by the ST-dependent increase
in the cyclic nucleotide cGMP that activates cGMP kinase which then phosphorylates and
inhibits NHE3 activity and promotes NHE3 endocytosis [257]. While the effect of ETEC
infection on NHE3 expression has not been studied in the human enteroid model, we
hypothesized that infection by ST-expressing ETEC will result in decreased NHE3
expression and activity.

Another important host response to infection that can be studied in enteroids is innate
cytokine production. There are few reports on the host innate immune response to ETEC
infection [155]. Early studies in pigs suggested that ETEC infection resulted in a proinflammatory immune response with high levels of TLR4 signaling and an
overproduction of cytokines, including IL-6 and IL-8 [202, 203]. Studies in T84 cells
reported low levels of IL-8 secretion at later timepoints (18 hrs) in response to treatment
with ST toxin but reported IL-33 production in response to ST toxin as early as 3 hrs
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[101]. The same group demonstrated that IL-33 production was induced in T84 cells in
response to LT at 24 hrs post treatment [258]. In contrast, other studies determined that
ETEC directly inhibits the innate immune response by blocking NF-kB signaling, and
that overnight infection of differentiated ileal enteroids with ETEC did not affect IL-8,
TGF-b1, IFNg, or IL-6 secretion [155, 204].

Preliminary data from collaborators (Jennifer Foulke-Abel, personal communication)
suggested that ETEC infection of enteroid monolayers results in production of specific
innate cytokines and chemokines, using a high throughput cytokine array (R&D
Proteome Profiler). In our studies, the production of IL-8, TNFa, and CXCL5 cytokines
was studied during ETEC infection to further understand the innate response using a
human relevant model. Given the preliminary data observed, we hypothesized that ETEC
infection in the human model would result in an increase in innate cytokines.
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Results
Differential effect of ETEC infection on transepithelial electric resistance (TEER) of
different human ileal and jejunal enteroid lines
To further investigate enteroid barrier integrity following infection with the recent
clinical isolate CVD30 and its CF-deficient mutant strains, TEER values of 3 ileal lines
and 1 jejunal enteroid line were measured prior to and 4 hrs post infection. The TEER
was differentially affected depending on the enteroid line studied. In the enteroid lines
35I and 46I, the TEER significantly increased, over uninfected levels, in all monolayers
infected with ETEC regardless of CF expression (Figure 5.1).

In contrast, the enteroid lines 34I and J2 displayed TEER values that decreased at 4 hrs
post ETEC infection compared to pre-infection values, although not significantly
different from uninfected controls that also decreased over the 4 hr period (Figure 5.1).
Importantly, the observed TEER in each enteroid line was consistent across infection
experiments performed. The differential TEER responses in different enteroid lines
suggest some individualized responses to ETEC that may be due to genetic or
environmental factors and supports the diversity of human samples observed in this
model. Blood type of the enteroid donors was considered, due to previous studies
demonstrating increased ETEC pathogenesis in type A blood group individuals [47];
however, blood type likely does not explain these TEER differences, because decreased
TEER observation was not associated with a specific blood type. The enteroid lines 34I
and J2 were type A and type B, respectively, while the enteroid lines 35I and 46I were
type O group blood.
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Figure 5.1: The effect of CFA/I-CS21 ETEC infection on TEER values of ileal and
jejunal enteroid monolayers.
TEER values of differentiated ileal 35I (A), 46I (B), 34I (C), and jejunal J2 (D) enteroid
monolayers were recorded prior to and after 4 hr infection. The change in TEER over
time is expressed as TEER (percentage change), and data presented are pooled from six
(A), four (B, C), or two independent experiments (D). Panels A and B are in Figures 3.15
and 3.16 for comparison. Each dot represents data collected from an individual
monolayer. The asterisks above the dots indicate statistically significant differences
determined using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test,
compared to the TEER of the uninfected enteroid monolayers (Blank). *, p<0.05; **,
p<0.01; ***, p<0.001; ****, p<0.0001.
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Expression of the mucin MUC2 in the human enteroid during ETEC infection
The effect of ETEC infection on mucus expression, particularly MUC2 expression,
requires further investigation. Ileal enteroid monolayers that were uninfected or infected
with wildtype ETEC strain CVD30 for 8 hrs were collected for western blot analysis to
assess MUC2 expression. Two ileal enteroid lines 35I and 46I were used. Compared to
the uninfected enteroid monolayers, the ETEC CVD30-infected monolayers had
decreased MUC2 expression, using b-actin as a loading control (Figure 5.2). This
supports previous literature, particularly in intestinal enteroids, demonstrating that ETEC
infection reduces total mucus during infection, which is typically due to mucus
degradation by expression of mucinases including EatA and YghJ [44, 45, 259].
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Enteroid Line

Sample

Area
(MUC2)

Fold
Change

UI

19388.044

-

CVD30

10929.161

-1.8

UI

37438.241

-

CVD30

32845.345

-1.1

35I

46I

Figure 5.2: The total MUC2 expression in human ileal enteroid monolayers following 8
hr infection by ETEC strain CVD30.
ETEC strains were grown on CFA agar and used to infect ileal enteroid monolayers 35I
(A) and 46I (B) for 8 hrs. Two enteroid monolayers were pooled together per condition,
and total protein lysates were probed with anti-MUC2 and anti-b actin antibodies. b actin
was used as the loading control. Panels A and B: ladder (L); lane 1, uninfected; lane 2,
CVD30. The table below represents the numerical area values of each MUC2 band
determined by densitometry analysis using Fiji ImageJ software. The fold change was
calculated by comparing the values of CVD30 infected monolayers to uninfected
monolayers.
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The next question was to determine how CF expression by ETEC affected MUC2
expression in the ileal enteroid model. While specific virulence factors can affect mucus
levels [42, 45, 47, 49, 51, 143], it is unknown how the presence of CFs can affect total
mucin expression on the enteroid. Wildtype ETEC strains expressing CFA/I and CS21
(CVD30) or expressing CFA/I only (H10407) as well as CF-deficient mutant strains were
used to infect enteroid monolayers for 8 hrs which were collected for western blot
analysis to assess MUC2 expression. The monolayers infected with the wildtype ETEC
strains CVD30 or H10407 had less MUC2 than the uninfected enteroid monolayers,
supporting previous literature that ETEC degrades mucus during infection [42, 45, 46, 49,
51, 143] (Figure 5.3).
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Samples

Area
(MUC2)

Fold
Change

UI

15557.635

-

CVD30

10317.572

-1.5

CVD30DcfaB

12028.865

-1.3

CVD30DlngA

39942.588

2.6

CVD30DcfaBDlngA

33361.831

2.1

H10407

10877.957

-1.4

Figure 5.3: The total MUC2 expression in human ileal enteroid monolayers following 8
hr infection by wildtype strains H10407 and CVD30 as well as CF-deficient strains.
ETEC strains were grown on CFA agar and used to infect ileal enteroid monolayers (35I)
for 8 hrs. Two enteroid monolayers were pooled together per condition, and total protein
lysates were probed with anti-MUC2 and anti-b actin antibodies. b actin was used as the
loading control. Gel map: ladder (L); lane 1, uninfected; lane 2, CVD30; lane 3,
CVD30DcfaB; lane 4, CVD30DlngA; lane 5, CVD30DcfaBDlngA; lane 6, H10407. The
table on the right represents the numerical area values of each MUC2 band determined by
densitometry analysis using Fiji ImageJ software. The fold change was calculated by
comparing the values of infected monolayers to uninfected monolayers.
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The enteroid monolayers infected with CF-specific mutant derivatives of ETEC CVD30
had differential MUC2 expression (Figure 5.3). Monolayers infected with ETEC
CVD30DcfaB had decreased MUC2 expression compared to uninfected enteroids but
similar MUC2 expression to enteroids infected by wildtype ETEC CVD30, suggesting
that CFA/I is not driving the decrease in total MUC2. Interestingly, the monolayers
infected with CVD30 mutant strains lacking CS21 (CVD30DlngA and
CVD30DcfaBDlngA) had significantly increased MUC2, above background levels
(uninfected) as well as above the wildtype strain CVD30. Despite the expression of
CFA/I in the strain CVD30DlngA, the MUC2 expression was higher than the uninfected
enteroids.

Expression of the ion transporter NHE3 in the human enteroid during ETEC infection
Previous literature has shown that treatment with ST toxin disrupts NHE3 activity and
decreases NHE3 expression in intestinal cell models; however, the effect of ETEC
infection has not been studied [71, 103]. To measure the effect of ETEC infection on
NHE3 expression, ileal enteroid monolayers (35I) were uninfected or infected with
wildtype or CF-deficient mutant strains for 8 hrs and collected for western blot analysis.
NHE3 expression was detected in all infection conditions tested in the enteroid; however,
the expression was very low, making comparisons between uninfected and infected
monolayers difficult (Figure 5.4). Additional studies are needed to observe NHE3
expression in enteroids.
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Figure 5.4: The total NHE3 expression in human ileal enteroid monolayers following 8
hr infection by wildtype strains H10407 and CVD30 as well as CF-deficient strains.
ETEC strains were grown on CFA agar and infected ileal enteroid monolayers (35I) for 8
hrs. Two enteroid monolayers were pooled together per condition, and total protein
lysates were probed with anti-NHE3 and anti-b actin antibodies. b actin was used as the
loading control. Gel map: ladder (L); lane 1, uninfected; lane 2, CVD30; lane 3,
CVD30DcfaB; lane 4, CVD30DlngA; lane 5, CVD30DcfaBDlngA; lane 6, H10407.
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Innate cytokine production in response to ETEC infection in the human enteroid model
To further investigate the innate response to ETEC infection in the enteroid model, ileal
enteroid monolayers (35I) were infected with wildtype ETEC strain CVD30 as well as its
derivative CF mutant strains for 8 hrs, and cytokine levels in supernatants were measured
by cytokine-specific ELISA. Secretion of IL-8, TNFa, and CXCL5 cytokines into apical
and basolateral supernatants was quantified. There was no difference in IL-8 secretion
between uninfected monolayers and those infected with any bacterial strain, regardless of
CF expression (Figure 5.5). There was less than 3 pg of TNFa and CXCL5 in any
enteroid compartment under the conditions tested. These data suggest that ETEC
infection does not induce significant innate cytokine induction after 8 hrs.
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Figure 5.5: The innate cytokine production in human ileal enteroids following ETEC
infection.
IL-8 (A), TNFa (B), and CXCL5 (B) secretion (pg) was measured by ELISA following 8
hr infection by wildtype ETEC CVD30 and its derivative CF-deficient mutant strains,
and data presented are from four independent experiments. Error bars indicate standard
deviations from the means. Data was tested for significance using one-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test, compared to the uninfected enteroid monolayers
(blank).
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Discussion
The human enteroid model serves as a human relevant and accurate intestinal model to
study host responses to enteric infection, particularly ETEC host-pathogen interactions.
To better understand these specific responses, we studied enteroid monolayer barrier
integrity, mucus production, ion transporter expression, and polarized innate cytokine
secretion following infection by ETEC clinical isolates and mutant strains and observed
many distinct ETEC-enteroid responses.

Transepithelial electrical resistance in the enteroid model & ETEC
The differential effect of ETEC infection on the TEER values, and therefore barrier
integrity of the monolayers, suggests unique individualized responses to infection that
may be due to genetic and environmental aspects of the individual enteroid samples
(Figure 5.1). It is also interesting that these effects were not specific to an intestinal
segment, as two ileal lines (35I, 46I) had increased TEER values after ETEC infection
while another ileal line (34I) had decreased TEER values, further supporting individual
barrier responses to ETEC infection. This is particularly notable given that the observed
adherence and toxin delivery trends were similar across enteroid lines (Chapter 3.5 – 3.8,
3.13, 3.14). Additional studies in jejunal lines are warranted to confirm the effect of
ETEC infection on the TEER of jejunal enteroid monolayers, given that only one (J2)
was assessed in this study.
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A specific factor that may affect the barrier integrity and severity of ETEC infection
overall is the blood type of the individual. Previous literature has demonstrated a link
between blood type A and increased ETEC infection outcomes [47]. Controlled human
infection model studies with ETEC H10407 revealed that diarrheal severity increased in
humans with type A blood following challenge with this strain [47]. This has also been
observed as increased hemagglutination of type A red blood cells by ETEC compared to
that of other blood types [215]. Of the enteroid lines studied in this work, the blood type
has been determined for all four lines with 35I as blood type O, 46I as blood type O, 34I
as blood type A, and J2 as blood type B (Jennifer Foulke-Abel, personal communication).
TEER values following ETEC infection cannot be explained solely by blood type, as both
34I and J2 had decreased TEER values and are different blood types. Future studies using
enteroids for ETEC infection would benefit from careful consideration of the donor blood
type for a more inclusive understanding of the pathogenesis data.

The virulence factor EtpA was shown to play a role in attachment to the intestinal
surface, particularly from donors with type A blood, and may play a role in the
differential TEER values observed across enteroid lines [42]. Using glycan array
screening and biolayer interferometry experiments, it was demonstrated that EtpA
interacts with specific glycans found in type A blood, including Gal-NAc [47]. Purified
EtpA was also observed to hemagglutinate red blood cells and ETEC expressing EtpA
adhered significantly more to human enteroid monolayers derived from a blood type A
individual compared to those with blood type B or O [47]. ETEC CVD30 harbors the
gene encoding EtpA; however, its expression under these conditions has not been
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confirmed. Other factors that may affect the TEER values between individuals may
include other genetic factors, age, sex, etc. This study used enteroids from both male and
female donors ranging in age from 42 – 53 years old with different ethnicities, and no
apparent correlation between these factors has been determined. Other meta data from
these donors that may affect the TEER values is not available for the lines used in these
studies.

It is important to note that while TEER values in 34I and J2 decreased in response to
infection, they did not completely decrease to a zero value and were not below values of
uninfected enteroids (Figure 5.1). The observation that the uninfected monolayers of
these lines also decreased over 8 hrs indicates that they may be more sensitive to
manipulation. The ability to measure substantial TEER values (>0) suggests that
monolayers remained intact after 8 hrs of infection, despite some decrease in TEER post
infection. This is in stark contrast to the effects on TEER by infection with other enteric
pathogens, such as Shigella and EAEC, that disrupt the monolayer and result in little to
no TEER value that is significantly less than uninfected monolayers after infection [205,
206].

In these thesis studies, we showed that enteroid monolayers remained intact during ETEC
infection, demonstrating the absence of complete barrier disruption with significant
increases in some lines, but observed interesting differences in the effect on barrier
integrity across enteroid lines. Future studies to investigate the mechanisms affecting the
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changes in barrier integrity include the expression of tight junction proteins, such as
occludin and claudin. Given that TEER values are positively correlated with increased
expression of these proteins, the increased TEER observed in 35I and 46I ileal lines
during ETEC infection suggests that monolayers may mount a defensive responsive by
increasing tight junction protein expression [229]. Expression of occludin and claudin
proteins could be specifically measured from total enteroid lysates using western blot
analysis and confocal microscopy before and after 4 hr ETEC infection to investigate
this.

Mucus in the enteroid model & ETEC
Enteroid monolayers infected by wildtype ETEC clinical isolates CVD30 and H10407
had less MUC2 expression than uninfected enteroid monolayers, which may be due to
mucinases including YghJ and EatA (Figure 5.2). The role of EatA as a mucinase was
studied in human enteroid monolayers, as well as explants of the small intestine, where it
was demonstrated that EatA binds to and degrades MUC2 specifically [143]. The clinical
isolate CVD30 contains the genes for EatA and YghJ (Table 4.2), but the expression of
these mucinases in bacteria grown specifically on CFA agar and following enteroid
infection is not known and future studies can determine this. These data suggest one
possibility that the mucinases expressed by ETEC CVD30 and H10407 are functional and
result in the decreased total mucus in infected monolayers. It is also possible that the
expression and production of MUC2 by enteroids is affected in response to ETEC
infection.
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An interesting result was that enteroid monolayers infected by CS21-deficient ETEC
strains CVD30DlngA and CVD30DcfaBDlngA had the highest levels of MUC2 compared
to uninfected and other infected conditions (Figure 5.3). This critical increase in MUC2
during infection by these CF mutant strains suggests a host-pathogen interaction. Given
the lack of CS21 expression by these mutant strains, it is possible that CS21 expressed by
ETEC CVD30 may play a unique role in regulating or interfering with MUC2 production
in enteroid monolayers. It is also possible that expression of other ETEC virulence
factors, such as mucinases, are affected in these CVD30 derivative mutants due to the
loss of CS21 that ultimately result in increased MUC2 expression. For example, there
could be a virulence factor unique to CVD30 that affects MUC2 that is upregulated in the
CS21-deficient strains. Future studies are needed to understand the role of CS21 in the
expression network of other ETEC virulence factors and how that influences hostpathogen interactions. It is important to note that ETEC H10407 does not encode CS21,
as it is a CFA/I-only strain, yet infection with this strain results in less MUC2, not an
increase as observed in the CS21-deficient CVD30 strains. An alternative hypothesis to
these results is that the differential MUC2 expression of enteroid monolayers infected
with CVD30 and its respective mutants versus that of H10407 underscores strain-specific
host-pathogen interactions with enteroid monolayers irrespective of the presence of
mucinases.

NHE3 expression in the enteroid model & ETEC
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Given that ETEC CVD30 and its derivative mutant strains all induce the same levels of
apical and basolateral cGMP (Chapter 3.13, 3.14), a similar lower level of NHE3
expression was expected to be observed in all monolayers infected by bacteria (Figure
5.4). Surprisingly, similar NHE3 expression was observed in uninfected monolayers as
well as those infected by ETEC CVD30, CVD30DcfaB, and CVD30DlngA, suggesting
that infection by CVD30 and its derivative mutants do not affect NHE3 expression in this
model. This result was unexpected based on other previous reports showing the role of
ST in NHE3 disruption [71]. However, the total NHE3 expression detected by western
blot was low despite 45 µg of total protein added. Using confocal microscopy, we have
visualized strong NHE3 expression in ileal enteroid lines, confirming that this ion
transporter is widely expressed in these enteroid monolayers (Chapter 3.4). In order to
make further conclusions about NHE3 expression, the ability to detect NHE3 protein
levels in enteroids needs to be improved.

Because that enteroid line-specific responses have been observed, such as with TEER
values during ETEC infection, observing NHE3 expression during infection of other
enteroid lines from different individuals (46I, 34I, and J2) may offer more insight. Also,
previous enteroid experiments demonstrating the effect of purified ST on NHE3 activity
have been performed only with jejunal enteroids; it is possible that there is a segmentspecific effect in enteroids, as this work only observed NHE3 expression in ileal
enteroids (35I) [71].
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Innate cytokine production in the enteroid model & ETEC
ETEC infection in the ileal enteroids resulted in low IL-8 production in both apical and
basolateral compartments and nearly no production of TNFa and CXCL5 (Figure 5.5).
The TNFa data supports previous studies that observed little to no TNFa production
during overnight ETEC infection of differentiated ileal monolayers [155]. However, the
CXCL5 data was surprising given preliminary data that suggested CXCL5 was highly
expressed during ETEC infection (Jennifer Foulke-Abel, personal communication).
These data suggest that ETEC infection does not induce significant innate cytokine
induction after 8 hrs. Previous literature has investigated cytokine levels at longer
timepoints (18 – 24 hrs), which may allow for cytokine induction differences to be
observed in specific infection conditions [155]. Also, innate cytokine production may
change following enteroid co-culture experiments with immune cells, such as inclusion of
human-derived macrophages in the basolateral compartment [155]. These macrophages
may contribute to the total cytokines secreted in supernatants.

In comparison to other enteric pathogens including Shigella which is highly disruptive to
the intestinal monolayer, ETEC induced a very mild innate response in enteroids.
Infection by S. flexneri induces elevated IL-8 in human colonoids [206]. Human colonic
epithelial cells (T84, Caco-2, HT-29) produce IL-8, MCP-1, GM-CSF, and TNFa in
response to other bacteria, including Salmonella typhimurium, Listeria monocytogenes,
and EAEC [260]. These cytokines recruit innate immune cells to the site of infection,
which typically leads to further inflammation and damage during pathogenesis. It is
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possible that the lack of innate immune cytokines in response to ETEC infection is due to
an immune evasion mechanism to allow ETEC to avoid recognition and subsequent
clearance by the host.

Understanding host responses to ETEC infection using the human enteroid model
provides a human relevant platform to better understand pathogenic outcomes in the
intestine. These studies investigating barrier integrity, mucus production, ion transporter
expression, and innate cytokine production are all important to consider when designing
therapeutics and vaccines to target ETEC. Specifically, these outcomes can be used to
evaluate the safety or effectiveness of specific approaches by measuring changes in these
outcomes in response to vaccine-induced ETEC-specific antibodies, for example. The
genetic diversity of the enteroid lines also offers a valuable platform to assess the success
of therapeutics and vaccines in diverse samples as a pre-clinical step to future clinical
trials that involve human volunteers.
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Chapter VI: Conclusions
This thesis research has investigated the expression and functional role of multiple
colonization factors in ETEC pathogenesis, as well as specific intestinal host responses
following ETEC infection using the human enteroid model exclusively. A key finding
from this work is that CFA/I is required for adherence by a geographically diverse set of
global ETEC clinical isolates from all seven different countries included in the GEMS
study and one country from South America, particularly in strains expressing multiple
CFs (Figures 3.5 – 3.8) [9]. However, in these ETEC strains expressing both CFA/I and
CS21, only CFA/I was required for adherence to both ileal and jejunal enteroid
monolayers, while CS21 was not. This was unexpected given that our hypothesis was that
ETEC expresses multiple CFs in order to additively increase adherence and toxin
delivery to the intestinal monolayer.

Our original hypothesis was supported by epidemiological studies that determined that
CS21 was prevalent in ETEC isolates, specifically 20% of all ETEC isolates harbored the
genes for CS21 in the GEMS study and 78% of the CFA/I-encoding strains also encoded
CS21 [9]. Despite the high prevalence of CS21 and previous studies in transformed cell
lines supporting a role for CS21 in adherence [25-28], only CFA/I was important for
adherence to the human enteroid (Figures 3.5 – 3.8). Given the high prevalence of CS21
in ETEC isolates, it is unlikely that these CFs would be present in these isolates without
having a distinct purpose. Future studies are needed to determine accessory roles that
CS21 may contribute to in ETEC pathogenesis, including possible roles in motility and
biofilm formation proposed by studies in transformed cell lines, both of which can affect
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ETEC pathogenesis during human infection [25]. While ETEC is understood to infect the
distal small intestine, it is additionally possible that CS21 plays a role in ETEC
pathogenesis in the colon, as no role was observed in the jejunal and ileal enteroids.
Future studies can test this using human colonoids. It is also possible that CS21
contributes to a physiological advantage distinct from pathogenesis for ETEC within the
intestinal environment, such as survival.

Human clinical trials as well as in vitro studies have demonstrated that CF-mediated
binding is the essential rate-limiting step in ETEC pathogenesis, and blocking CFs
prevents disease [11, 17]. The important finding that CFA/I was important for adherence
by a globally diverse set of clinical isolates expressing CFA/I and CS21 reinforces the
focus on CFA/I as a primary target antigen for ETEC vaccine development (Figure 3.5 –
3.8). Notably, this finding offers a critical perspective on ETEC vaccine development,
regarding strains with multiple CFs. This work supports a vaccine strategy that includes
antigen targets of major CFs, including CFA/I, to sufficiently block most ETEC strains,
even in strains with multiple CFs [9, 22]. The inclusion of additional antigen targets, such
as CS21, does not appear to be necessary in order to prevent CF-mediated adherence.
This was specifically supported by the observation that CFA/I-blocking antibodies were
sufficient to prevent adherence by ETEC in the human enteroid model.

Blocking CF-mediated adherence therein also is thought to prevent downstream toxinmediated effects on water and ion transport. However, despite the strong evidence
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supporting the role of CFs in ETEC adherence, CFA/I and CS21 did not play a role in
toxin delivery to enteroid monolayers (Figures 3.11, 3.13 – 3.14). These data support a
more complex mechanism by which CFs affect downstream toxin delivery during ETEC
pathogenesis [74], and further studies are warranted to capture other factors that may
contribute to toxin delivery and dysregulation of water and ion transport. Additionally,
limitations of the enteroid model used in this work as an exclusively static and aerobic
culture system may contribute to the absence of CF-mediated toxin delivery.
Incorporating luminal forces, such as flow and stretch to mimic flow of intestinal
contents across the surface and intestinal peristalsis, respectively, [222, 227], and
differential oxygen availability [78] in our enteroid model may recapitulate the intestinal
environment more appropriately and allow for observation of CF-mediated toxin delivery
following infection.

Preliminary studies of the expression and regulation of CFA/I revealed that clinical
isolates shared almost identical CFA/I operon sequences and shared many regulators that
have been identified to affect CF expression and regulation, despite observing strainspecific CFA/I protein expression by western blotting (Figures 4.1, 4.2; Tables 4.2, 4.3).
These findings highlight the opportunity to identify and study the presence and
expression of regulators that affect CF expression and how those influence CFA/Imediated adherence. An additional future study can investigate post-transcriptional
regulation and the role of sRNAs in differential CFA/I regulation, which is a limited area
of research in the ETEC field. Importantly, despite the strain-specific CFA/I expression,
all strains had significantly decreased adherence when pre-incubated with CFA/I-specific
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antibody, revealing that targeting CFA/I is sufficient for strains expressing differing
amounts of CFA/I (Figures 3.7, 3.8).

Another key finding from this work is that the human enteroid model serves as an
effective model to study ETEC pathogenesis and host responses. Using this model, we
were able to demonstrate CF-specific adherence using CF-deficient mutant strains
compared to wildtype ETEC isolates (Figures 3.5, 3.6), as well as evaluate many other
ETEC clinical isolates from different geographical sites, detecting differential adherence
that was strain-specific (Figure 3.7). This model additionally allowed for the ability to
measure colonization-blocking activity of CF-specific antibodies against ETEC infection,
paving the way for the enteroid model to be used to evaluate intervention strategies, such
as antibodies specific to virulence factors or small molecule therapeutics.

We were also able to investigate and collect preliminary data of specific aspects of
intestinal physiology in response to ETEC infection, including barrier function (TEER),
innate cytokine production, ion transporter expression, mucus production, and cyclic
nucleotide production in response to toxins (Figures 3.15, 3.16; 5.1 – 5.5). These data
were collected using a collection of jejunal and ileal enteroid lines from different
individuals, strengthening the findings from this work given the genetically diverse host
backgrounds, varying in age, sex, ethnicity, blood type and other genetic factors.
Additional metadata on individual donors of enteroid lines may broaden conclusions
about effects of ETEC infection, particularly given differential TEER results observed in
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different enteroid lines. The absence of both monolayer disruption and a robust innate
cytokine response point to a potential mechanism in which ETEC suppresses host
responses to infection. This has not been explicitly observed previously in intestinal cells
during ETEC infection and this contrasts with the host response to other enteric
pathogens, like Shigella and EAEC, in which there is a notable innate response and high
innate cytokine responses.

The human enteroid model presents unique technical challenges, as it requires extensive
labor, cost, and time to implement. In addition to its scientific limitations as a static,
aerobic, monoculture system, it also does not include other relevant intestinal
components, such as the gut microbiome or innate immune cells. Despite these
limitations, the human enteroid model has seemingly endless opportunities for
advancement [92]. Tissue engineering and the organoid field is expanding quickly as
evidenced by the development of other organoid systems including vaginal organoids
[261], lung organoids [262], and gastric organoids [263], for example [264]. Key
discoveries using these organoid models have the potential to also advance and impact
the current human enteroid model. The future of this model and the potential for
contributions to knowledge about enteric pathogens, like ETEC, is quite exciting.
Additional features of the GI tract such as oxygen gradients, physical forces like flow and
stretch, a diverse microbiome, vascularization, the enteric nervous system, and immune
components are being investigated to fully incorporate in the model. The challenges in
constructing more complex tissue culture models lay in the development of culture
platforms to provide individual material support to multiple cell populations yet allow
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cells the freedom to interact seamlessly. The microfluidic Intestine-Chip seeded with
enteroids from the small intestine offers integrated manipulation of mechanical stretch,
anaerobic compartmentalization, and endothelial interfacing [222, 227]; however,
experiments with this chip are limited by the volume of cells and media the device can
support and the number of replicate chips one can obtain. Cell support materials such as
those based on synthetic or extracellular matrix-based polymer networks as well as those
using silk scaffolding remain to be successfully implemented for enteroid co-cultures
[151].

While specific epithelial cell types and functions have been established in the current
enteroid model, continued research is focused on the complex differentiation and function
of these cell types in the enteroid monolayer, including M cells and Paneth cells.
Obtaining a better understanding of key regulators and factors that influence these critical
cell types can be important for applications to bacterial infections. For example, advances
in M cell differentiation can affect the function and number of M cells in an enteroid
monolayer [265], and therefore affect the ability of pathogens like Shigella to utilize M
cells during infection. The co-culture with non-epithelial cell types will expand the
mechanistic understanding of infection and enhance their utility for therapeutic or
vaccine screening [154]. Immune cell populations are particularly critical to modeling
innate responses to pathogenic antigens and provide antimicrobials to combat infection.
Ongoing work is focusing on enteroid co-culture systems that incubate macrophages,
dendritic cells, or intraepithelial lymphocytes with enteroid monolayers in a transwell
system placing these innate cells in the basolateral compartment [155]. In addition to
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inclusion of important cell types, there is research investigating how to merge other organ
systems with the enteroid model, including the nervous system. The enteric nervous
system is an understudied contributor to infectious diarrheal diseases, releasing
neurotransmitters that impact epithelial ion transport and may affect other cell
populations.

The causal or protective role of the gut microbiome in infectious disease severity remains
unclear, and interactions between competing microbes in addition to effects of microbial
metabolites on host barrier and immune function require further evaluation.
Understanding the functional role of the microbiome with the enteroid model may
provide a more realistic environment to study host responses to ETEC infection, given
that it may affect mucus production, access to the intestinal epithelial surface, and ETEC
virulence following exposure to secreted effectors [266].

As the enteroid model evolves, it presents the opportunity for high throughput screening
of new antimicrobial compounds and vaccine candidates for toxicity and efficacy before
transitioning to human clinical trials, thus minimizing the cost and time spent measuring
these effects in humans. The enteroid model could also be used to measure human
responses to experimental therapeutics, such as measuring the ability of antisera from
human blood samples post vaccination to block ETEC adherence to enteroid monolayers.
Also, as enteroid models maintain the genetic background and segmental specificity from
the original human donor, this system could be utilized for personalized medicine.
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Patient-derived enteroids can be screened prior to or following specific therapy for
indications of treatment success [267].

As the primary pathogen causing TD and one of the top four pathogens causing MSD in
LMICs, ETEC remains a major global enteric pathogen of concern [3-5]. Using human
relevant and effective models like the human enteroid model will provide an opportunity
to study complex questions involving CF-mediated adherence and toxin delivery. This
research to further investigate ETEC pathogenesis and host responses to ETEC infection
is imperative and must remain a priority to better understand disease mechanisms and to
contribute to the development of an effective ETEC vaccine with widespread coverage.
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Appendix
Excel file for LSBSR raw data and analysis, which corresponds to Chapter 4 data: Figure
4.2, Table 4.2, and Table 4.3. This can be found as Supplemental data in ProQuest.
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